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THE STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF CONCRETE 
PAVEMENTS 

BY THE DIVISION OF TESTS, PUBLIC ROADS ADMINISTRATION 

Reported by L. W. TELLER, Principal Engineer of Tests 

and 

EARL C. SUTHERLAND, Senior Highway Engineer 

PART 5.—AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE WESTERGAARD ANALYSIS OF STRESS CONDITIONS IN CONCRETE PAVEMENT SLABS OF 
UNIFORM THICKNESS 

Blins IS the last of a series of reports of an extensive 
investigation, undertaken by the Public Roads Admin- 
istration in 1930 with the general objective of developing 
information that would be of assistance in better under- 
standing the structural action of concrete pavement 
slabs. Much of the work has been described in four 
previous reports published in this same journal, as 
follows: 

Part 1.—A Description of the Investigation, vol. 
16, No. 8, October 1935. 

Part 2.—Observed Effects of Variations in Tem- 
perature and Moisture on the Size, 
Shape and Stress Resistance of Con- 
crete Pavement Slabs, vol. 16, No. 9, 
November 1935. 

Part 3.—A Study of Concrete Pavement Cross 
Sections, vol. 16, No. 10, December 
1935. 

Part 4.—A Study of the Structural Action of 
Several Types of Transverse and Lon- 
gitudinal Joint Designs, vol. 17, Nos. 
7 and 8, September and October 1936. 

Since concrete is a material with recognized elastic 
properties, engineers concerned with the design of con- 
crete pavement have long searched for a theory that 
would adequately express the relations between applied 
forces and the resultant stresses in pavement slabs of this 
material, 
A reliable general theory of slab stresses would serve 

at least three important purposes. In the first place it 
would enable the designer to determine the thickness 
and the form that the slab should have to function with- 
out failure under specified conditions of loading and 
support; second, it would make possible accurate esti- 
mates of the loads which might be imposed with safety 
on existing pavements; and third, it would provide a 
useful tool for judging the relative effects of vehicle 
loads of various magnitudes in studies of the costs of 
providing facilities for vehicles of different types and 
weights. 
From time to time, over a period of many years, 

theoretical treatments of the load-stress relation in 
concrete pavements have been offered (9, 4, 10, 1).' 
None of the early analyses was generalinscope. Rather, 
each was concerned with some special situation that 
was assumed to be critical and for which rather broad 
assumptions were sometimes proposed. The principal 

1 Numbers in italics refer to bibliography at end of article. The above references 
are in chronological order. 
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weakness consistently seemed to lie in the assumptions 
that were made regarding the conditions of support, 
although other assumptions open to serious question 
were sometimes present. 

ELASTIC ACTION OF SUBGRADE AN IMPORTANT FACTOR IN 
WESTERGAARD ANALYSIS 

It was not until the original Westergaard analysis 
was published that a rational theory of general appli- 
cation became available (23). In this treatment, it is 
assumed that the slab acts as a homogeneous, isotropic, 
elastic solid in equilibrium and that the reactions of the 
soil are vertical only and are proportional to the deflec- 
tions of the slab. The relations between applied loads 
and critical stresses are then developed on the basis of 
elastic theory for the three cases of a wheel load applied 
on the surface of the slab at a free corner, at an interior 
point and at a free edge (at some distance from a corner) 
respectively. 

In the first paper of this series (18) mention was made 
of the Westergaard analysis and it was stated that one 
of the objects of the investigation being described was 
to study the elements and relationships of the analysis 
by means of load tests on full-size pavement slabs of 
constant thickness together with such collateral tests 
as might be found necessary. The investigation was 
planned in 1929, the sections constructed in 1930 and 
a considerable amount of testing under load was done 
during 1931 and 1932. These early tests were referred 
to by Westergaard in his supplementary paper (25) in 
which he says ‘‘The tests suggest certain adaptations 
of the theory. There will be needed some restatements 
of analytical results’ and some supplementing and 
modification of the theory”’. 

The extension of the original analysis that is con- 
tained in this second paper permitted a more compre- 
hensive study to be made and, as a result, much addi- 
tional information has been developed. The present 
paper contains a description of the work that was done 
on this part of the general project, with a presentation 
of the data obtained and a discussion of their significance. 

If one studies the Westergaard analysis he is at once 
impressed by the importance of the assumption which 
relates to subgrade support. In the original theory 
(23) it was assumed that the reactions of the subgrade 
are vertical only and are proportional to the deflections 
of the slab, the reaction per unit of area at a given point 
being the product of the deflection at that point and a 
coefficient of subgrade stiffness, k, which was termed the 
modulus of subgrade reaction. This modulus is 
normally expressed in pounds per square inch per inch 
of deflection (or pounds per inch cube). 
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In the supplementary theory (25) Westergaard pro- 
posed a new coefficient, A, defined by the relation 

Kak 
in which / is a linear dimension, termed the radius of 
relative stiffness, which appeared in the original 
theory. 

The reason for the proposed new coefficient was an 
expectation that AK would be less dependent on the 
stiffness of the pavement slab than k. Westergaard 
stated that ‘the truth may lie between the two extreme 
cases of a constant & and a constant K.” 

To make practical use of the analysis one must be 
able to assign a value to the modulus of subgrade 
reaction for the particular soil structure with which he 
is concerned. At the time the investigation was under- 
taken no determinations of the value of such a soil 

coefficient had been made, so there was no background 
of experience in testing that would indicate either the 
probable range in values of the coefficient or a procedure 
by which values might be obtained. Therefore, it was 
necessary to devise a test procedure that would indicate 
how the soil of the subgrade beneath the test sections 
behaved when subjected to pressure intensities and 
vertical deformations of the same order as occur under 
pavement slabs in service. 

Because of its importance as a part of the study of the 
Westergaard analysis and because of its current 
general interest, this study of the elastic action of the 
subgrade is reported in some detail in this paper, being 
presented as a separate section, preceding the discussion 
of the results of the studies of the other relationships 
expressed in the analysis. 

DETERMINATION OF THE MODULUS OF SUBGRADE REACTION 

The ideal subgrade assumed by Westergaard is per- 
fectly elastic, has uniform elastic properties at all 
points and its vertical deformation varies as a linear 
function of the vertical pressure exerted on its surface. 
Such a subgrade probably does not exist and the 
problem becomes one of determining by some test pro- 
cedure, how nearly the soil under a given pavement 
approaches the ideal and what stiffness coefficient, if 
any, can reasonably be assigned to it for the purpose of 
applying the method of analysis to a particular problem. 

While it is a fact that stress values as computed with 
the Westergaard equations are not particularly sensi- 
tive to variations in the value of the subgrade modulus 
k, if comparisons are to be made between computed 
stresses and those determined experimentally, the 
value of the coefficient & used in the theoretical compu- 
tations must be determined with at least a fair degree of 
accuracy before dependable values for the computed 
stresses can be had. 

The elastic deflections of a concrete pavement slab of 
usual design under the action of normal highway load- 
ings are quite small, probably of the order of 0.05 inch 
or less, depending upon the position of the load, the de- 
tails of the slab design and other factors that influence 
deflection. The area over which deflections occur is, 
on the other hand, relatively large, as may be seen by 
referring to load-deflection data presented in Part 3 of 
this series (20). In developing a test to be applied to 
the soil in place for determining the modulus of sub- 
grade reaction, it seemed only reasonable to study the 
behavior of the soil when subjected to deformations of 
the same general order of magnitude as would obtain 
under a pavement slab deflected by a motor vehicle - 
wheel load and, at the same time, to deform the soil 
over a relatively large area. 

THREE METHODS OF MEASURING LOAD SUSTAINING ABILITY OF 

SOIL DISCUSSED 

There appear to be at least three methods or proce- 
dures by which the load sustaining ability of the soil 
can be measured under field conditions. These may be 
described briefly, as follows: 

1. Load-displacement tests in which loads are applied 
at the center of rigid circular plates of relatively small 
size, the pressure intensity on the soil bemg uniform 
over the entire area of the plate. In these tests the 

a 

applied load, the mean vertical plate displacement and 
usually the time intervals are measured. 

2. Load-displacement or load-deflection tests in 
which the load is applied at the center of slightly flexible 
rectangular or circular plates of relatively large dimen- 
sions. In this case some bending of the plate (or slab) 
occurs and the pressure intensity under the plate is not 
uniform throughout the area of its contact with the soil. 
The load, the vertical displacement of various points 
throughout the area of the plate and possibly time 
intervals are measured. 

3. Load-deflection tests on full-size: pavement slabs 
in which the load-deflection data are obtained by meas- 
urement and used in the Westergaard deflection formu- 
las to provide a value for the soil stiffness coefficient or 
“modulus of subgrade reaction.” 

If all three methods were equally satisfactory the 
first procedure offers the practical advantage of re- 
quiring test loads of lesser magnitude with a corre- 
sponding reduction in the size of the equipment. Also 
the number of measurements is less since no plate 
deflections are involved. Its use is complicated, how- 
ever, by two conditions. The first 1s that the ability of 
a soil to sustain a given unit pressure varies within 
limits with the area over which the pressure is applied 
to the soil. This variation may be quite marked and 
this makes it necessary to determine the effect of size 
of plate in order to avoid error from using a bearing 
plate that is too small. The second complication is that 
the supporting ability of a soil varies with its moisture 
state and it 1s necessary, therefore, to take special pre- 
cautions to insure that the soil on which the bearmg 
plate is placed is in the same physical state and moisture 
condition as that which will obtain or does obtain under 
the pavement to be considered. 

The second procedure has a certain theoretical 
appeal but offers considerable practical difficulty as a 
method of test. In this procedure the plate is de- 
flected by the centrally applied load much as the pave- 
ment slab deflects under the action of a wheel load. 
The shape of the deflected plate must be determined 
precisely and its vertical displacement measured in 
order to be able to estimate accurately the volumetric 
displacement of the soil that is effected by the applica- 
tion of the test load on the plate. The modulus of 
subgrade reaction is then computed by dividing the 
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load (in pounds) by the volume of displaced soil (in 
cubic inches). Some use has been made of this pro- 
cedure in England (1/2). The possibilities of the 
method should be more thoroughly explored. 

en using the third method, the procedure is to 
apply test loads at the free corner, free edge or interior 
point of a pavement slab of uniform thickness and of 
normal size. If the elastic modulus of the concrete 
in the slab is known, for the moisture and other condi- 
tions that obtain, it is possible to determine the value 
of the effective modulus of subgrade reaction from the 
maximum slab deflection under the applied load by 
means of the deflection formulas given by Westergaard 
in his supplementary paper (25). This method for 
determining the soil stiffness coefficient will be discussed 
further in a later part of this report in connection with 
the presentation of deflection data obtained in such 
tests. The remaining part of this section of the report 
will be devoted primarily to a discussion of work done 
with the first method, i. e., load-displacement tests 
with rigid plates of relatively small size. 

Load-displacement tests with rigid plates have been 
made many times in the past in studies of the bearing 
capacity of soil for foundations. The data obtained in 
such tests are not applicable to the problem of pave- 
ment support, however, because of the conditions 
surrounding the tests and the extent to which the soil 
deformations were carried. 

LOAD-DISPLACEMENT TESTS WITH RIGID PLATES 

When a rigid plate, supported by soil, is subjected to 
a vertical force or load applied at its center, the soil 
deforms and the plate moves downward. This down- 
ward movement of the plate under load has been 
variously termed deflection, displacement, penetration, 
settlement or subsidence, and tests which make use of 
this action have been termed accordingly load-deflec- 
tion—or load-subsidence tests. In this discussion the 
terms displacement and load-displacement tests will 
be used. 

The load-displacement tests which were a part of this 
general investigation comprise four series, as follows: 

Series 1.—Five circular bearing plates and one 
square bearing plate were used. ‘The diameters of the 
circular plates were 8, 12; 16, 20, and 36 inches respec- 
tively and the square plate had 48-inch sides. The 
magnitudes of the loads applied to each plate were such 
as would cause displacements within the range 0.01 
to 0.05 inch, this being the approximate range of con- 
crete pavement slab deflections under the action of legal 
maximum wheel loads. 

The tests of this series were divided into two parts. 
In the first part, all plates were placed successively, in 
the descending order of size, at the same location on 
the subgrade while in the second part of the series the 
test with each plate was made at a different location 

but within the same general area. 
Series 2.—Eleyen circular plates, having diameters 

of 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 16, 20, 26, 36, 54 and 84 inches respec- 
tively, were used. As in series 1, the applied loads 
were such as to cause displacements within the range 
0.01 to 0.05 inch. In series 2 the tests with each size 
of plate were made at a separate location on the sub- 
grade. 

Series 3.—These tests were the same as those of 
series 2 except that the maximum plate displacement 
was increased to approximately 0.25 inch, and a some- 
what different loading procedure was followed. 

Series 4.—Only the 54-inch diameter plate was used. 
The plate remained at one location and the displace- 
ments were kept within the range 0.01 to 0.05 inch as 
in series 2. The loads were applied, however, in June 
and in January. 

The first tests made in this study were those of series 
1. They were intended to explore the effect of size of 
bearing plate on the load-displacement relation and also 
to compare data obtained in a series of tests at one 
location with those from tests that were identical 
except that each test of the series was made at a dif- 
ferent location in the same general area. Obviously it 
would be preferable to have each test made in an area 
undisturbed by previous loading, provided there was 
sufficient general uniformity in the soil structure to 
eliminate the possibility of local variations in structure 
affecting certain tests (particularly those in which small 
bearing plates were used). 

The tests of series 2 were designed to extend consider- 
ably the data from series 1 on the effect of size of the 
load-displacement relation. 

The tests of series 3 were to provide information on 
the comparative supporting ability of the soil when 
subjected to deformations greater than those which 
usually occur under rigid pavements. ‘These data ex- 
tended the range of the information obtained and 
permitted certain comparisons with other data to be 
made. 

Series 4 was simply a study of the effect of the annual 
change in the physical state of the soil directly under 
the slab on its ability to support load. For this reason 
only the 54-inch diameter bearing plate was used and 
the displacements were limited to the 0.01 to .005 inch 
range. 

METHODS OF TESTING DESCRIBED 

All of the soil tests of the four series were made ona 
part of the originally prepared subgrade that was re- 
served for this purpose. The soil was described as a 
uniform brown silt loam (classification A—4) and de- 
tailed information concerning it is contained in the first 
report of this series (18). 
When making tests such as those described it is im- 

portant that the soil on which the bearing plates are 
placed be in the same physical state as that under the 
pavement to which the tests are to be related. An 
effort was made to accomplish this by casting the larger 
bearing plates (which were of concrete) on the sub: 
gerade several months in advance of the first scheduled 
tests and by casting, at the same time, a number of 
concrete slabs, each 4 feet square, at those locations 
where tests with the smaller bearing plates were to be 
made later. By this means the soil was given the same 
protection and the same opportunity for moisture 
equilibrium was afforded as obtained with the test 
pavement itself. 

The larger plates of concrete were left in place and 
loads were applied at the scheduled time. The smaller 
plates were of steel and with these the procedure was 
different. At the proper time the small concrete pro- 
tecting slab was removed and waterproof paper spread 
over the area where it had been. A thin layer of port- 
land cement mortar or of plaster of Paris was then 
spread over the waterproof membrane and the bearing 
plate was bedded in this mortar. This procedure gave a 
uniform contact between the soil and the bearing 
plate yet. prevented moisture from the mortar from 
entering the soil. Figure 1 shows one of these smaller 
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Figure 1.—DrTERMINING THE Moputus oFr SUBGRADE RE- 
ACTION WITH A SMALL BEARING PLatE. THE SMALL CONCRETE 
SxiaB THar COVERED THE SUBGRADE Has BEEN TURNED BACK. 
DIsPLACEMENT Is MerasurED WiTH A CLINOMETER. 

plates in place while figure 2 shows a test with one of 
the larger plates. 

The vertical loading force was applied by a jack re- 
acting against a large horizontal cylindrical tank 
mounted on a dolly frame and filled with water. The 
magnitude of the force was determined with a dynamom- 
eter. All of this equipment is described in the first 
report (18). The vertical movements of the bearing 
plate were measured either with dial micrometers sup- 
ported on a bridge or by a series of clinometer measure- 
ments in the manner described in the first report (18). 
When using the clinometer it was necessary to place the 
reference point at some distance from the bearing plate 
and to carry the level line over a series of intermediate 
points to the bearing plate so that soil movements in the 
vicinity of the bearing plate- would not cause errors in 
the displacement data. With the smaller bearing 
plates the mean displacement was obtained from a single 
point in the center of the plate while for the large 
plates the displacements of three points symmetrically 
spaced along the perimeter were measured and averaged. 
All of the plates were sufficiently rigid to prevent 
appreciable bending as used. 

In the tests of series 1, 2 and 4 an effort was made to 
deform the soil in a manner simliar to that which might 
be expected under a concrete pavement. A’ compara- 
tively large number of loadings were applied in each 
test and the magnitudes of the plate displacements were 
kept within the normal load-deflection limits of a con- 
crete pavement slab. 

For each size of bearing plate a series of 3 to 5 ascend- 
ing load values was selected, such that the series would 
give a good spread of displacement values and the maxi- 
mum would not produce a displacement greater than 
the desired limit. With the smallest load value se- 
lected for a plate of a given size, the load was applied 
and removed several times. The number of applica- 
tions was not constant but was determined by the 
character of the data, it being desired to reach a condi- 
tion such that each succeeding application of a given 
load would produce the same ‘vertical displacement of 
the bearing plate. This might be termed a state of 
appr oximate elastic equilibrium. The number of load- 
ings required to develop this condition, with the soil 
on which tests were made, usually varied from about 
5 to 10. When a satisfactory load-displacement rela- 

Moputus oF SuBGRADE ReE- 
THe BEARING 

FiGguRE 2.—DETERMINING 
ACTION WiTH A LARGE 
PLATE 

THE 
BEARING PLATE. 

Was Cast ON THE SUBGRADE SoME Time BEFrorRE 
y Testinc. DispuacEMENT Is MEASURED WITH A CLINOMETER. 

tion had been determined for the lowest load value, the 
procedure was repeated with the next higher load value 
and so on until the displacement limit was reached. 
As stated previously, when the tests with plates of - 
various diameters were to be made at one location, the 
procedure was to test with the largest plate first then 
with the next largest and so on. 
When a load is applied to a bearing plate a displace- 

ment of the bearing plate begins and, under some con- 
ditions, may continue for a long time before a state of 
complete equilibrium is reached. Similarly when the 
load is removed a certain amount of elastic recovery 
occurs and this too may continue for some time. As a 
practical matter it is not possible to continue each test 
cycle until the last vestiges of either displacement or 
recovery have disappeared before proceeding with the 
next loading cycle. Aiter some experimentation it was 
decided that for the soil condition, load intensities and 
sizes of bearing plates in this investigation, a condition 
of essentially complete equilibrium would be reached if 
each load was maintained for 5 minutes after reaching 
its full magnitude and if after the complete removal of 
that load 5 minutes elapsed before the application of 
the next load. 

The procedure followed in the tests of series 3 was 
somewhat different, as mentioned previously. As the 
data from this series were, in part, to be compared with 
data developed in tests of series 2, the tests of series 3 
were made immediately after the completion of those 
of series 2 so that no change in the condition of the 
subgrade soil could occur between the two series. In 
order to obtain load-deformation data for the soil in 
question which might be compared directly with those 
obtained by other agencies for other soils, the soil de- 
formation limit was increased to approximately 0.25 
inch for this series and the loading procedure was modi- 
fied to conform more closely to that followed in the 
tests made by others. In the tests of series 3 only one 
load of each magnitude was applied. This load was 
left on for 5 minutes, removed completely and a period 
of 5 minutes allowed to elapse before the next larger 
load was applied. The maximum displacement limit 
of approximately 0.25 inch applied only to the smaller 
sizes of bearing plates since the maximum reaction pos- 
sible with the loading equipment used was only about 
50,000 pounds and this was insufficient to cause a dis- 
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placement of the desired magnitude with the larger 
plates. 

Information regarding the moisture condition of the 
soil was obtained from samples taken from under a 
4- by 4-foot concrete slab immediately adjacent to the 
point at which the bearing test was being made. The 
soil samples were taken just before and just after the 
bearing test. The moisture content was determined by 
weighing, drying, and reweighing. 

SOILS TESTED SHOW HIGH PERCENTAGE OF RECOVERY AFTER 

REMOVAL OF TEST LOAD 

When a bearing plate is subjected to a sequence of 
loads in the manner described for series 1, 2, and 4, 
data of the type shown in figure 3 result. This graph 
shows a log of the progressive displacements of a 26-inch 
diameter plate caused by a series of loadings of five 
magnitudes, the load of each magnitude being repeated 
several times, as described earlier in the report. The 
mean plate displacements are shown throughout both 
with respect to the original plate position and to the 
position just before the particular load was applied. 
The graph shows also the magnitude of the recovery 
during the 5 minute period following the removal of 
each load. 

The data obtained in these load-displacement tests 
showed that, for a given plate size and load intensity, 
the magnitude of the displacement usually decreased 
somewhat with each load application until several loads 
have been applied, after which the load-displacement 
relation remained fairly stable. As soon as the pressure 
intensity was increased by the application of a greater 
force to the plate, the same repetition of loadings was 
necessary to again bring about the condition of approxi- 
mate elastic equilibrium. Data of this type and extent 
were obtained for each of the various sizes of bearing 
plate listed earlier. 

It is apparent in the graph that for the conditions of 
soil, pressure intensity, soil deformation, and time which 
obtaimed in this test, the action was never completely 
elastic. This is evidenced by the residual deformation 
after each loading. A study was made of the data to 
determine the percentage of recovery that followed the 
complete removal of the load and the result of this study 
is summarized in table 1. 

TABLE 1.—Average recovery of soil after removal of test load 

Diameter of bearing plate in inches— 

Displacement | ; = = 

ae Oar a cen Gat! Se 
= | | = 

Inches Percent | Percent | Percent Percent & 
0.010% seer eae ene eee eee | 93 90 | 93 | 89 
020. Laat can Ts oy (2. ame 90 | 90 | 95 | 97 
O50 ee ed 90 | 91 | 95 | 99 

The percentages of deformation recovered upon 
removal of the load, as shown in this table, are values 
determined by averaging the movements after prelimin- 
ary loadings had developed a state of approximate 
elastic stability. 

The data indicate that the percentage of recovery 
was rather high in all cases, that it was greater with 
large plates than with small ones and that it tendedito 
be greater for the larger plate displacements than for 
the smaller ones. 

EFFECT OF SIZE OF BEARING AREA STUDIED 

Since the recovery is not complete, there is a cumu- 
lative residual or permanent displacement as the test 
proceeds. For the soil on which these tests were made, 
the magnitude of this cumulative deformation appears 
to vary with the number of load applications and with 
the pressure intensity used. 
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This gradual settlement of the bearing plates under 
the succession of test loads raised the interesting 
question as to what effect such a yielding of the soil 
might have on the load-strain relation of a concrete 
pavement slab. To obtain information on this point, 
tests were made on a full-size pavement slab on the 
same subgrade that was used for the soil bearing tests. 
In the tests on the pavement slab a load was applied 
a relatively large number of times at the corner, the 
edge and the interior and the critical strain measured 
for each load application. It was found that at the 
corner there was a progressive increase in the strain 
caused by a given load, but at a diminishing rate, until 
there had been about 70 repetitions of the load. After 
this there was apparently no increase in the critical 
strain. The maximum increase in strain from the 
initial to the final loading was approximately 10 per- 
cent. Repetition of load at the free edge and at an 
interior point caused no appreciable change in the 
critical strains. The data from these load strain tests 
are presented in graph form in a later section of this 
report. 

It will be recalled that in series 1 tests were made 
with various sizes of bearing plates, both at a common 
location and at individual locations. The tests with 
each size of plate provided data of the type shown in 
figure 3. The data from all of the individual tests of 
series 1 are summarized in figure 4 which shows load- 
displacement relations for each of the several sizes of 
bearing plate, both for the tests at a common location 
and for those at individual locations. The displace- 
ment values in this figure are with respect to the 
position of the plate immediately before the application 
of the particular load, being in each case the average 
of 2 or 3 determinations made after the subgrade had 
attained a condition of approximate elastic equilibrium 
for the particular displacement. No tests were made 
at the common location with the 36-inch round plate 
and the 48-inch square plate. 

The data obtained in this series of tests afforded two 
significant comparisons. They showed first the im- 
portant effect of plate area on the pressure intensity 
required to produce a given plate displacement on the 
soil in question. A similar effect has been observed 
by other investigators in tests where much larger plate 
displacements were used. This effect will be discussed 
in more detail later in this report. The second com- 
parison was between the tests with a series of plate 
sizes at one location and a similar series at individual 
locations. For this comparison the data show that for 
a given plate size (within the 8- to 20-inch diameter 
range) essentially the same load intensity-plate dis- 
placement relation obtained. It was considered better 
procedure, however, to make the tests with each plate 
size at individual locations in the subsequent program 
of series 2. 

In figure 5a and 5b the same data are arranged in a 
different manner. In figure 5a are shown the relations 
between pressure intensity and the diameter of the 
bearing plate for three magnitudes of plate displace- 
ment, 0.01, 0.02, and 0.05 inch, respectively. This 
graph brings out forcibly the importance of both the 
area and the degree of the displacement in determining 
the load supporting ability of the soil. The shape of 
the curves, shown in this graph, is generally similar to 
that found in other tests, both in this country and in 
Europe, in which loads were applied to rigid plates of 
various sizes that were supported by soils not strictly 
granular in character (3, 5, 6, 8, 2). Generally speak- 
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ing, the other tests cited differed from those described 
in this report in two important particulars. In the 
first place, the soil deformations were carried con- 
siderably farther than in the present study and, in the 
second place, the maximum dimension of the bearing 
plate, i. e., the diameter of the circular plate or the 
side of a square plate was, with one exception, less 
than 42 inches. 

In figure 5b the data from series 1 are again shown 
but, in this case, with the pressure intensity related to 
the perimeter-area ratio, an inverse function of the 
plate size, in the manner suggested by Housel (6). 
Three curves, one for each of the three magnitudes of 
plate displacement used in the tests, are given in the 
graph. 

In both figures 5a and 5b the data obtained with the 
48-inch square plate are included, being plotted on the 
basis of area, the shape factor being ignored. ‘Thus 
there may be reason to question the accuracy of the 
points which are plotted on the 54-inch diameter and 
0.083-inch*! perimeter-area ratio ordinates respectively 
in the two parts of this particular figure. Data obtained 
in the subsequent series of tests support the relations 
shown in figures 5a and 5b, however. 
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It is of interest to note that, when the data are 
plotted in the manner shown in figure 5b, an essentially 
straight line relation exists between the pressure in- 
tensity and the ratio of perimeter to area for plates of 
20-inch diameter and less while for the larger plates 
used in this series, it appears that the linear relation 
does not hold. The use of the inverse function of 

: 2 , : 
plate size (sim) for the abscissas results in such a con- 

radius 
vergence of this scale near the origin that it is difficult 
to determine at what point on these curves the departure 
from linearity begins but it appears to be in the vicin- 
ity of 30 inches on the diameter of bearing plate scale. 

SMALL PLATES FOUND UNSUITABLE FOR USE IN DETERMINING 

RELATION BETWEEN PRESSURE INTENSITY AND PLATE DIS- 

PLACEMENT 

It will be recalled that, in series 2 and series 3, tests 
were made with eleven sizes of circular bearing plates 
ranging from 2 to 84 inches in diameter. In series 2 
the loading procedure and displacement ranges were 
the same as in series 1, while in series 3 the loading 
procedure was different and the displacement range was 
increased consistently. 

In figures 6 and 7 are summarized the load displace- 
ment data obtained in the tests of series 2 and series 3 
respectively. These graphs correspond to figure 4 
which contains similar data from the tests of series 1. 
Attention is called to the difference in the horizontal 
scales used in the two figures, this being necessary 
because of the difference in the displacement range of 
the two series of tests. It will be noted that in series 
3 the displacements are limited to values less than the 
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maximum in the case of the large bearing plates. 
With the large areas, the available load reaction of 
approximately 50,000 pounds limited the pressure 
intensity (and the plate displacement) which could be 
obtained. 

Figure 8 shows the load-displacement data from the 
tests of series 2, plotted in the same manner as was 
used in figure 5a for series 1 in order to bring out the 
effect of the size of the bearing plate on the ability of 
the soil to resist deformation. As in the corresponding 
earlier graph the relation is shown for each of the three 
displacement magnitudes, 0.01, 0.02 and 0.05 inch 
respectively. 

Figure 9 is similar to figure 8 but contains data from 
the tests of series 3. Because of the larger displace- 
ments in the tests of series 3, the action of the soil was 
somewhat different and this difference was most marked 
when the 4-, 6-, and 8-inch diameter bearing plates 
were employed. Generally speaking, however, the 
relations between plate size and the pressure intensity 
necessary to produce a given displacement were similar 
to those developed by the tests in which the displace- 
ments were limited to the small values of 0.01, 0.02 
and 0.05 inch, as shown in figures 5a and 8. 

The data consistently show that, for the conditions 
that existed in the present tests, the effect of plate 
size on the pressure intensity-plate displacement rela- 
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tion is not important for plate diameters of about 26 
inches or larger, but for plates of less than the 26-inch 
diameter there is an effect which becomes increasingly 
large as the plate size diminishes. 

Jertain earlier investigators, (3) and (6), concluded 
that, for soils of the cohesive type, a given pressure 
intensity applied to bearing plates of various sizes 
might be expected to produce vertical soil deformations 
which would be directly proportional to the square 
root of the areas of the plates. An analysis of the 

present data indicates that the relation just stated 
applies quite well for bearing plates having diameters of 
26 inches or less, but that for larger plates it does not 
apply, the magnitude ot the divergence increasing 
rapidly as the size of the plate is increased. For a 
plate 84 inches in diameter the measured displacement 
was approximately one half of that which would be 
predicted if the above-mentioned relation held true. 

It should not be assumed that the relations found in 
the bearing tests at Arlington are applicable generally. 
Further tests are needed on other soils in place, particu- 
larly tests that include large bearing areas, before any 
attempt can be made to generalize on the relations. It 
should be remembered also that the studies at Arlington 
were made primarily to determine the behavior of soil 
undergoing relatively small deformations and _ the 
magnitude of the deformation is shown to be an im- 
portant variable in the test. 

The data obtained are important, however, in showing 
the size of plates which must be considered in studies 
of the soil condition of the Arlington pavement research 
and furthermore because they indicate the necessity for 
a knowledge of the effect of plate size when making 
bearing tests with other soil conditions. 

SEASONAL VARIATION IN SUBGRADE SUPPORT STUDIED 

It will be recalled that the modulus of subgrade 
reaction is a stiffness coefficient which expresses the 
resistance of the soil structure to deformation under 
load in pounds per square inch of pressure per inch of 
deformation (in the direction of the loading force). 
Certain pertinent facts have been brought out. It has 
been shown that, (1) the soil structure is imperfectly 
elastic; (2) the elastic behavior of the soil is affected 
by its moisture state; (3) the load resistance of the soil 
structure, i. e., the pressure intensity required to 
produce a certain deformation, depends upon the 
magnitude of the deformation and, within certain 
limits, upon the area over which the pressure is applied 
to the soil structure. It is evident that these conditions 
place limitations on the manner in which the stiffness 
coefficient can be determined and on the extent to which 
it can be applied. However, it is believed that, for soils 
of cohesive character at least, it is possible to obtain 
approximate but usable values for the coefficient from 
load-displacement tests with rigid bearing plates on the 
soil in place, provided certain precautions are taken to 
minimize the effect of the disturbing influences men- 
tioned above. <A study of the data suggests the nature 
of the precautions to be taken. 

If values of the stiffness coefficient k are calculated 
from load-deformation data, such as those shown in 
figure 3, it will be found that the value of the coefficient 
varies with the size of the plate used in the test and with 
the magnitude of the soil deformation. This has been 
mentioned previously and is indicated by the relations 
shown in figures 8 and 9. An analysis of the data 
obtained in the more comprehensive tests of series 2 
was made to determine the extent and characteristics of 
the variations in the value of the coefficient for the 
conditions that obtained in this series of tests. Values 
were calculated for each size of bearing plate used and 
for soil deformations of 0.01, 0.02, and 0.05 inch for each 
plate size. The variation in the value of the coefficient 
with plate size and with the magnitude of the plate 
displacement or soil deformation is shown in figure 10. 
From this figure it appears that when making tests to 
determine the value of the soil stiffness coefficient k 

~~ a? 
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it is necessary to limit the deformation to a magnitude 
within the range of pavement deflection and that it is 
of great importance to use a bearing plate of adequate 
size. For the conditions of the tests of series 2 the 
minimum plate diameter is indicated as being about 
26hinches. It should not be concluded, however, that 
this size of bearing plate would necessarily be adequate 
for other soil conditions. There is, in fact, evidence 
that it would not be. This point will be referred to 
again later. 

A similar analysis was made of the data obtaimed 
in the tests of series 3. It will be recalled that in this 
series larger displacements were included and_ only 
one load of each magnitude was applied. The values 
of the coefficient for the various conditions of the tests 
of series 3 are shown in figure 11. 
A comparison of figure 11 with figure 10 shows that 

the general indications, mentioned above, as to the 
effect on the value of the stiffness coefficient of the 
magnitude of soil deformation and of the size of the 
bearing plate are supported by the data from the tests 
of series 3 as well as those of series 2. Furthermore, in 
the one case where the two series are most nearly com- 
parable, i. e., the tests with a limiting soil deformation 
of 0.05 inch, the agreement between the values obtained 
in series 2 and series 3 is rather good. 
The shapes of the curves shown in figure 11 are differ- 

ent from those in figure 10, particularly in the region of 
the small bearing plates. This is attributed to the 
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difference in test procedure used in the two series of 
tests as mentioned in connection with the discussion 
of figures 8 and 9. 

The tests of series 2 and series 3, from which the data 
shown in figures 10 and 11 were obtained, were made 
during the summer. The moisture content of the soil 
was determined to a depth of about 12 inches and was 
found to be quite uniform, averaging 17 percent. 

Because the moisture content of the soil beneath the 
pavement was known to vary from summer to winter, 
load-displacement tests with the 54-inch diameter bear- 
ing plate were made under both normal summer and 
normal winter conditions. This made possible some 
study of the effect of seasonal moisture change on the 
value of the soil stiffness coefficient. 

In these tests, which were designated series 4, the 
bearing plate remained in position on the subgrade 
for some time before the test so that moisture conditions 
were stabilized at the time of test. For the summer 
condition the moisture content of the soil was uniformly 
17 percent to a depth of about 12 inches while for the 
winter condition it was about 25 percent in the 0- to 
6-inch zone and about 19 percent in the 6- to 12-inch 
zone. 

The loading procedure in series 4.was the same as in 
series 2. 

Load-displacement data from the tests of series 4 
are shown in figure 12 for both the summer and the 
winter condition. On-the graph are shown also values 
of the modulus k calculated from data obtained in the 
bearing plate tests for soil deformations of 0.01, 0.02 
and 0.05 inch, respectively. It is apparent from this 

-010 (eo) 
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figure that the soil structure in question was much more 
resistant to load deformation under the conditions 
which prevailed when the summer tests were made 
than it was at the time of the winter tests, the increase 
in stiffness from winter to summer being roughly 40 to 
50 percent. Undoubtedly the magnitude of the 
seasonal change in subgrade support will vary with 
the characteristics of the soil material and with the 
temperature and moisture changes that occur. Under 
favorable conditions the variation may be much smaller 
than that cited. It is obviously important, however, 
to make sure that the soil at the site of the bearing test 
is of the same character and density and is in the same 
moisture state as the soil supporting the pavement under 
consideration. The important influence which the 
magnitude of the soil deformation has on the value 
of the modulus & is further emphasized in this graph. 

CAREFUL PROCEDURE NECESSARY IN DETERMINING MODULUS OF 

SUBGRADE REACTION FROM LOAD-DISPLACEMENT TESTS 

The experiments with rigid bearing plates have led 
to the conclusion that approximate but usable values for 
the modulus of subgrade reaction as used in the Wester- 
gaard equations can be obtained by means of load-dis- 
placement tests with rigid bearing plates. The cri- 
terion by which the usability of the modulus values 
determined in this manner is judged has been a com- 
parison of calculated and measured strains in full-size 
pavement slabs. Since the modulus of subgrade re- 
action k is but one of several coefficients that must be 
determined before the comparison can be made the 
discussion of this comparison will appear in the more 
general section to follow. 

The studies have indicated that there are certain 
limitations which must be recognized, certain pre- 
cautions which must be taken and certain procedures 
which are desirable when determining values for the 
modulus of subgrade reaction by means of load-displace- 
ment tests with rigid bearing plates. These will be 
mentioned briefly under appropriate headings. 

Condition of the Soil at the Site of the Test.—It is 
obvious that if the data are to reflect the supporting 
properties of the subgrade, the soil at the site of the 
test should be truly representative of that subgrade. 
Not only should the soil materials be the same, but the 
structure, density and moisture state must likewise be 
duplicated. It appears that this can be accomplished 
best by giving the soil to be tested the same compaction 
as that given the subgrade, by covering the soil to be 
tested with a concrete slab and by permitting sufficient 
time to elapse for the development of a stable condition 
of soil mositure before testing. Unless these precau- 
tions are taken, there is no assurance that the soil 
structure tested was representative of that under the 
pavement. In the case of an existing pavement these 
conditions can be satisfied by removing a small section 
of the pavement and making the bearing plate test 
on the subgrade itself. Both procedures have been used 
in the Arlington tests and both are believed to be 
satisfactory. 

Bearing Plate-——Certain physical characteristics of 
the bearing plate must be considered. It was shown 
that, withm limits, the area of the plate had a very 
marked effect on the value of the modulus k as de- 
termined by the bearing plate test and furthermore that 
the value which was obtained with data from tests 
with relatively large plates could not be predicted from 
similar data obtained in tests with small plates. Also 
there is evidence that the minimum size of plate that 

will give satisfactory data depends upon the soil struc- 
ture being tested. It is important, therefore, to de- 
termine by tests with plates of several sizes the mini- 
mum size that will be satisfactory for a given soil 
condition. If this is not possible an expedient would 
be to test with a relatively large plate, a 48- to 60- 
inch diameter being suggested by the data at present 
available. 

The rigidity of the plate is apparently an important 
factor. The use of slightly flexible plates may be 
feasible but the degree of flexibility is another influence 
to be considered and sufficient data are not yet avail- 
able to permit comparisons to be made of the relative 
value of rigid and slightly flexible bearing plates. 
Until further studies are made of the use of slightly 
flexible plates it is believed that rigid plates should be 
used exclusively, a rigid plate being arbitrarily defined 
as one which, under the conditions of the load-displace- 
ment test, does not deflect or ‘‘dish’’ from perimeter to 
midpoint by more than 0.004 inch. (Notrse.—The 54- 
inch diameter bearing plate used in these tests was made 
of concrete and was 12 inches in thickness. Under a 
15,000-pound total applied load, the maximum meas- 
ured deflection of a diameter of this disc was 0.0034 
inch.) 

The effect of the shape of the bearing plate isanother 
element which has not been studied adequately. Until 
more information is available it seems advisable to make 
all bearing tests with circular plates. 

Range of Plate Displacement.—It has been shown that 
the magnitude of the soil deformation (or plate dis- 
placement) had an important effect on the soil stiffness 
coefficient in the tests at Arlington. How great this 
effect might be with soil structures radically different 
from the subgrade under the experimental pavement is 
not known. It is believed, however, that the maximum 
displacement of the bearing plate in tests to determine 
the modulus of subgrade reaction k should not exceed 
the average deflection of the pavement slab under the 
expected wheel load. In the absence of measured 
values, it is probably safe to assume a value within the ~ 
range 0.02—0.03 inch for this purpose. 

Bedding the Bearing Plate-—Because of the small 
maximum displacement it is especially important that 
the bearing plate be carefully bedded on the soil under 
test. The procedure followed in the tests previously 
described appears to be one way by which a satisfactory 
initial contact can be obtained. 

Loading Procedure.—It seems desirable to have the 
soil structure in as nearly an elastic condition as possible 
when the modulus of subgrade reaction is determined 
and it appears that in the tests at Arlington this end 
was substantially attained by the procedure adopted. 
It will be recalled that in this procedure a sequence of 
loads of equal magnitude was applied to the bearing 
plate until the soil structure reached a condition such 
that each successive load produced essentially the same 
plate displacement and elastic recovery in a given time 
interval. 

Other Tests—In conjunction with a subsequent 
program of studies of the structural action of certain 
types of transverse joints, there was afforded an oppor- 
tunity to make tests that provide limited comparisons 
between values of the modulus of subgrade reaction as 
determined by pavement slab deflections and values 
obtained by bearing plate tests for a somewhat different 
soil structure. These comparisons will be discussed 
later in the more general section of this report. 
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LOAD-DEFLECTION AND LOAD-STRESS RELATIONS FOR PAVEMENT SLABS OF 
4 UNIFORM THICKNESS 
4 WESTERGAARD EQUATIONS FOR DEFLECTION AND STRESS 

e The Westergaard equations for deflection and for 
stress In concrete pavement slabs are developed for 
three cases of load position, as follows: 
~_ Case I in which “a wheel load acts close to a rectangu- 
dar corner of a large panel of the slab” (23), referred to 
as a corner loading. 

Case II in which “the wheel load is at a considerable 
distance from the edges,’’ referred to as an interior 
loading. 
_ Case IIT in which “the wheel load is at the edge but 
x . E . 

at a considerable distance from any corner,” referred to 
-as an edge loading. 

In the original analysis it was assumed that the slab 
acts as a homogeneous, isotropic, elastic solid in 
equilibrium and that the reactions of the subgrade are 
vertical only and are proportional to the deflection of 
the slab. 

On the basis of these assumptions the following equa- 
tions for maximum deflection and for critical stress 
were presented: 

Maximum deflections: 
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‘In the above equations, the following notation is 
used: 

Ze, i, 2, Maximum deflection for corner, interior, and 
edge loadings respectively. 

T:, Ci, T, Maximum tensile stress for corner, interior, 
and edge loadings respectively. 

P=applied load, in pounds. 
h=thickness of slab, in inches. 
a=radius, in inches of the circular area (cases I 

and II) or the semicircular area (case III) 
over which the load P is assumed to be 
uniformly distributed. 

a,—a-72 in the case of the corner loading, the dis- 
tance from the extreme slab corner to the 
center of the area of load application when 
the slab edges are tangent to that area. 

a ee ee ae ees ee ee Fee ee 

/ ; Eh a dimension, termed the radius of 
~ V12(1-.2)k ‘relative stiffness, measured in 

inches. 

k=modulus of subgrade reaction, in pounds 
inch~. 

EL=modulus of elasticity of the concrete, in pounds 
inch~. 

u=Poisson’s ratio for concrete. 

It will be noted that the elastic constants H and pu 
do not appear in equations (5) and (6). In the orginal 
presentation these equations were limited to the case 
where H=3,000,000 Ibs. in.~? and u»=0.15. Subse- 
quently Westergaard generalized these equations and 
transcribed equation (4). These equations as restated 
are: 

28% Wp )k\? a\ 0.6 
OC he E ( Eh ) (a2) 

{Ee ‘Eth? , = 0.275(1-+n) 73 los Zpr )-—---- DAE 
7p, 3 BY on] 

the term 6 being an equivalent radius dependent upon 
a and h and expressed in inches. 

In this subsequent paper (25) Westergaard proposed 
a new coefficient, A, defined by the relation 

o-=0.529(1 +-0.544),] loz 

K=kl (measured in lbs. in.~?). 

This new coefficient K, like k, is a measure of the 
resistance of the subgrade. The reason given for the 
proposal was the expectation that K would be less 
dependent on the stiffness of the slab than is k and 
Westergaard stated his belief that ‘“‘the truth may lie 
between the two extremes of a constant k and a con- 
stant K.” 

Westergaard in this subsequent discussion introduced 
another coefficient D which he called the deflection 
modulus of the pavement. This was defined as 

= ei, 

He restated equations (7), (8) and (9) in terms of the 
new coefficient of subgrade stiffness and gave a new 
equation for the maximum stress for the interior case 
of loading based upon the conception that, for this 
case, the reactions of the subgrade will be more closely 
concentrated around the load than are the deflections. 
The modified equation for maximum stress for the 
interior case of loading is 

Eh? Bee We “E5: )~54-54( 7 ) Z| __(10) 

in which, 
Lis the maximum radial distance from the center 

of load application within which a redistribution of 
subgrade reactions is made, in inches. 
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Z is a ratio of reduction of the maximum deflections 
which Westergaard states may be expected to vary 
between 0 and 0.39. If Z==0, equation (10) reduces 
to equation (8). 

It is with the equations given above that the dis- 
cussion which follows will be concerned. For a more 
complete explanation of the terms used, reference to 
the Westergaard papers (23) and (25) is suggested. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE DESCRIBED 

In the original planning of the investigation at 
Arlington four sections of uniform thickness were pro- 
vided. Each test section was 20 feet wide by 40 feet 
long divided into four equal quadrants by a longitu- 
dinal joint and a transverse joint. The thicknesses of 
the four sections of uniform depth were 6, 7, 8 and 9 
inches respectively. Except in the case of a few special 
studies, the test sections were protected in order to 
maintain them in a uniform moisture condition and to 
prevent warping from variations in temperature while 
load testing was in progress. 
this protection is described in detail in the first of this 
series of reports (18). 

It was stated in the first report that the program of 
tests for these sections of uniform thickness was planned 
in such a way that each of the factors which theo- 
retically might influence the load-stress relation could 
be examined experimentally and the observed effects 
compared with those predicted by the theory. Thus 
originally it was planned to study the effect on the 
load-stress relation of slab thickness, of load position 
and of size of bearing area. As the work proceeded 

The method used for. 

the study was extended considerably beyond the limits — 
originally contemplated and an examination was made _ 
of various assumptions used in the development of the 
equations and of the several coefficients that appeaal 
in them. 

In general, loads were applied to the test sections at 
the three positions assumed in the development of the — 
Westergaard analysis, 1. e., the corner, an interior point 
and a free edge. These positions are shown at EH, He 
and A on the plan of a typical test section shown in 
figure 13. The positions of the strain gages installed 
for each case of loading are shown by the short solid — 
lines in quadrant 1 while the dash lines in quadrant 2 
show where the slab deflections were measured. % 

In certain studies of the structural action of slab~ 
corners to be described later, strains were measured in~ 
four directions in the corner area. The positions of © 
the strain gages used in this part of the investiga tga 
are shown in quadrant 3. % 

It will be noted that for case I, with the load acting 
at E, both the strains and the deflections were measured — 
along the bisector of the corner angle E—P. For case II, 
with the load acting at H, strains were measured in , 
two directions immediately. under the load and deflec- | 
tions were measured along the line I-H. For case III, — 
with the load acting at A, the strains were measured | 
on the slab edge 1 inch below the top surface and 1 inch — 
above the bottom surface directly opposite the center 
of the load A while the deflections were measured along — 
the line E—A. i 

The apparatus used for obtaining and measuring — 
test loads, the various plates used in applying these | 
loads to the pavement, and the instruments used in — 
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the strain and deflection measurements were com- 
pletely described in the first report of this series (18) 
and the details will not be repeated here. 

The bearing plates used for the corner and interior 
cases of loading were circular. For the case of edge 
loading Westergaard assumed the loaded area to be 
semicircular in shape and in the major part of the tests 
being reported semicircular plates were used for loads 
applied at the edge. In certain of the edge tests, how- 
ever, circular plates were used and in such cases the 
fact is noted either in the text or on the figures. 

The loading tests on sections of uniform thickness 
considered in this report can be roughly divided into 
four groups. First, there were a number of what may 
be called auxiliary or collateral tests designed to settle 
questions of instrumentation or to supply information 
needed for the proper execution of the main program or 
for the interpretation of the data obtained in it. 
Second, there were certain preliminary or exploratory 
tests on the experimental sections themselves designed 
to develop satisfactory methods for obtaining the 

desired information. Third, there was the main pro- 
gram which comprised the determination of the load- 
deflection and load-strain relations for the four uniform 
thickness test sections under the conditions prescribed 
for the tests together with the determination of values 

_for the several coefficients that appear in the theoretical 
equations. Fourth, there were a few supplementary 
studies made because, with test sections available and 
a testing technique developed, it seemed desirable to 
obtain data that would throw light on certain problems 
which were not a part of the original program. If 
these objectives are kept in mind, it is believed that the 
purpose for which given tests were made will be clear 
in the subsequent discussion. 

METHOD OF STRESS DETERMINATION OUTLINED 

In general the method of arriving at experimental 
stress values was the same as that described in the 
earlier reports of this investigation. However, there 
were some unusual conditions involved in the program 
being described which made special studies of the strain 
measuring technique desirable. 

It will be recalled that the method used generally 
throughout this investigation was to measure strains 
with a temperature compensated recording type of 
gage (17) installed between metal points set in the 
surface of the pavement slab. From the strains 

recorded by these gages, stress values were obtained by 
means of the equations 

EH 
To 7 alla tT Her) ------------ (11) 

in which, 
o, is the stress in the direction of the x-axis. 
g, is the stress in the direction of the y-axis. 
é, is the unit deformation in the direction of the 

x-axis caused by stress in that direction. 
e, is the unit deformation in the direction of the 

y-axis caused by stress in that direction. 
Eis the modulus of elasticity of the concrete. 

Ks uw is Poisson’s ratio for the concrete. 
In applying these equations to measured strains, 
_ values for were determined experimentally because of 
_ the importance of the term in the equations. Poisson’s 

ff 

ratio, on the other hand, was assumed and the value 
0.15 was used in all computations in which the term 
entered. There were two reasons for this, first, such 
experimental values of the ratio as are available lie 
generally between 0.10 and 0.20 with the majority in 
the upper half of the range and second, small changes 
in the value of the ratio have an unimportant effect on 
the computed stress values. 

It is obvious that, in any comparison of theoretical 
stresses with values determined experimentally, it is 
essential that the strain measuring technique be such 
as to yield representative values. In this particular 
investigation the question of gage length was of unusual 
importance because stress values are the basis for the 
principal comparison and the test conditions are such 
as to produce rather abrupt stress variations in the 
area where strain measurements were to be made. 
For theoretical reasons, therefore, a short gage length 
is indicated. Experience has shown, however, that 
because concrete in small masses may lack the homo- 
geneity that 1s assumed, the use of too short a gage 
length is likely to cause trouble by giving strain values 
that are not representative. A short gage mounted 
directly over a large piece of aggregate may show quite 
a different strain indication than would a similar gage 
mounted between two such pieces because the modulus 
of elasticity of the stone is different from that of the 
mortar. A fairly long gagé tends to average these 
deformations and to indicate unit strains which, when 
combined with the ‘‘average’’ modulus of elasticity, will 
give stress values that are nearly correct. 

In this investigation a collateral study was made to 
determine the length of gage necessary to give repre- 
sentative strain values in the tests that were scheduled. 
It was found that a gage length of about 6 inches was 
sufficient to average out local effects of aggregate in the 

| concrete being used. This was evidenced by the fact 
that when this gage length was used a given load applied 
at homologous points on a given test slab always pro- 
duced essentially the same maximum strain. 

Another study was made to determine the effect of 
gage length on indicated unit strains when the measure- 
ments were being made within the area over which the 
tests loads were applied. For this study a special gage 
having an effective gage length of 2.2 inches was con- 
structed and this gage was used to determine strain 
variation under the bearing plates of 6-, 8-, 12-, 16- and 
20-inch diameters. Figure 14 shows typical data. 
obtained in these tests. The curve marked A shows 
the maximum unit strain values recorded in a 2.2-inch 
gage length at the middle of a diameter of the bearing 
area for a given applied load and each size of bearing 
area listed above. Curve B shows, for the same load 
and bearing areas, unit strain values which are averaged 
from three 2.2-inch gage lengths arranged end to end 
along one diameter of the bearing area. These average 
unit strains, therefore, are those which would be shown 
by a single 6.6-inch gage centrally located along the 
same diameter. The location of the gage lengths with 
respect to the bearing area is shown in the legend of 
figure 14. 

Because of possible local aggregate effects with a gage 
of this length the actual procedure was to leave the 
gage in one position and to shift the position of the 
loaded areas with respect to the gage length. The data 
indicate that for the conditions of these tests, the stress 
variation along a diameter of a bearing area was not 
sufficient to show different unit strains for gage lengths 
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of 2.2 inches and 6.6 inches respectively so long as the 
plate diameter was 8 inches or greater and the gage 
was positioned along a diameter of the area. 

In this same group of tests some study was made of 
the strain variations within the bearing areas when a 
gage length of about 6 inches was employed. Bearing 
areas of 8-, 12- and 20-inch diameters were used and the 
tests were made by shifting the bearing area with 
respect to the gage length in the manner previously 
described. However, in these tests, the strain deter- 
minations were made over the entire length of the 
diameter in each case. The data obtained are shown 
in figure 15. It appears from these data that the 
maximum unit strain occurs under the center of the 
bearing area, as would be expected, and that for bearing 
areas of these sizes there is no appreciable reduction in 

_ the strain for some distance toward the edge of the 
bearing area. In other words the strain variation curve 
is rather flat in this region. The reduction in strain 
magnitude near the edge of the bearing area is evident 
in these data. 

In tests such as those just described the precision 
with which unit strain values are measured is a very 
important matter. In the published description of the 
strain gage used so extensively in this general investi- 

gation (17) it was stated that the accuracy of the gage 
is sufficient to permit the determination of stress in~ 
concrete to within 20 or 25. pounds per square inch, 
where dependence is placed upon a single observation. 
Subsequent extensive use of these gages has shown this — 
to be a very conservative estimate. Stress determina-— 
tion is affected by precision in determining the ee 
modulus of elasticity as well as by precision in measuring | 
strains in the material so that any lack of precision in | 
stress determination may be the combined result of 
several influences. In this general investigation every — 
effort was made to keep the gages functioning at 
maximum efficiency and usually dependence was not 
placed on a single observation unless that observation — 
was supported by other data. In order to find out 
what consistency could be expected in the load-strain — 
measurements when the same operation was repeated, 
an 8,000-pound load was applied 80 times at the edge 
of the 7-inch uniform-thickness test section and the 
strain recorded for each application. Of the 80 individ-— 
ual determinations only one differed from the average 
by more than 3% percent, and some idea of the consis-_| 
tency of the combined load and strain measuring — 
operation may be had from the following figures. | 

Edge loading, 8,000-pound load, 7-inch slab thickness 

Average unit‘strain= 22422-02220 0.00006675 
Standarcdideviation see ae eee .00000146 
Coefficient of variation 2.18. 

ey ence oP 
DETERMINATIONS MADE OF MODULUS OF ELASTICITY OF THE 

CONCRETE 
Simms 

Two methods were used for studying the values of © 
the modulus of elasticity of the concrete, first, the | 
testing of laboratory specimens in compression or | 
bending and, second, by deflection measurements on — 
the test sections themselves. S| 

Stress determinations from measured strains require 
a knowledge of the value of the modulus and since the | 
exposed pavement sections were tested over a long 
period of time it was necessary to know also how much ~ 
the value varied from summer to winter. It was 
shown in the second report of this series (19) that there — 
is an annual change in the moisture state of the concrete — “ 
in the test sections sufficient to cause rather large | 
volume changes from summer to winter. It is well 
established that changes in moisture state cause changes _| 
in the stiffness of concrete. It seemed probable, there- 
fore, that this change in moisture content from its | 
lowest value in summer to a higher value in winter was ; 
such as to cause changes in the modulus of elasticity 
that would have to be taken into account. 
When the test sections were originally laid, extra 

slabs were provided from which laboratory test speci-_ 
mens could be taken. From these slabs cores were — 
drilled and prisms for flexure testing were sawed and — 4 
used in laboratory studies of the modulus of elasticity. — 
It was found by flexure tests on prisms that those — 
dried for 12 months by storage in the normal atmosphere _ 
of the laboratory had an average modulus of elasticity — | 
of 4,500,000 pounds per square inch while a comparable — 
group that had been immersed in water at laboratory — 
temperature had an average modulus of 6,000,000 | 
pounds per square inch. 

An attempt was made to determine the moisture 
content of the concrete in the test pavement in order 
that some comparison might be made between it and 
the mositure content of the concrete in the test prisms 
as an indirect measure of the modulus of elasticity of 
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| the concrete in the pavement sections. 
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Fragments 
| broken from the extra slabs on the subgrade were 

ps a ‘ey 

~ weighed and dried. 
factory, however, because of variation in moisture 

| ~ 6,000,000 pounds per square inch. 

The effort was not entirely satis- 

content from top to bottom of the pavement and 
_ because of difficulty in getting a representative sample 

for the moisture determination. As nearly as could 
_ be determined the moisture content of the concrete 

that had been immersed for 10 months was slightly 
greater than that of the pavement during the wet 
winter months. It seems reasonable to conclude, there- 
fore, that the modulus of elasticity of the pavement 
concrete in winter would be somewhat less than 

While it was not 
possible to establish a reliable comparison between the 
moisture content of the air dry prisms and that of the 
pavement during the dry summer condition it is be- 
lieved that the difference in the corresponding modulus 
values would not be large and that the value of 4,500,000 
pounds per square inch determined by the laboratory 
tests might be used in conjunction with the strains 
measured during the summer tests. 

Values for the modulus of elasticity determined from 
slab deflections will be discussed later and comparisons 
will be made between them and the values determined 
from the flexure tests of prisms. 

POSITION AND DIRECTION OF CRITICAL STRESSES INVESTIGATED 

Before attempting to make direct comparisons 
between computed and observed stresses it was con- 
sidered desirable to make certain exploratory tests on 
the test sections to determine the position and direction 
of the critical stress for each position of loading, to 
ascertain the effect of repetition of load on stress 
magnitude and to establish the relation between load 
magnitude and stress magnitude for each case. 

In the discussion of the comparisons of computed and 
observed deformations which is presented later it was 
found convenient to discuss the cases of corner, interior 
and edge loading separately and in that order. Be- 
cause of this fact, the discussion of the work that 
comprised the preliminary load tests has been arranged 
in the same order. 
A study was made of the strain variations in the 

corner area of a typical section for case I (the corner 
loading) in order to determine the location and direc- 
tion of maximum strain. Strains were measured in 
two directions at various positions along the bisector of 
the corner angle and in four directions at comparable 
positions along two other lines radiating from the 
slab corner and making an angle of 22.5° with the corner 
bisector. The maximum strain at each position along 
the three radial lines for the particular test conditions 
that obtained is shown in figure 16. Along the bisector 
of the corner angle the direction of the maximum stress 
was known to be parallel to the bisector but along the 
other two radial lines the direction of the maximum 
strain was found to make an angle of about 15° with 
the radial line in each case. This matter of the direc- 
tion of stresses in the corner area will be discussed 
much more fully later in the report. 

The strains in the vicinity of the slab edges are not 
shown in figure 16 but it has been well established that 
for a corner loading on a concrete pavement slab of 
uniform thickness the strains along the edges that form 
the corner are definitely of less magnitude than those 
along and in proximity to the corner bisector. The 
data shown in figure 16 are typical of those obtained in 

EDGE OF SLAB 

END OF SLAB 

Figure 16.—VARIATION IN MAGniTruDE oF Maximum StRAINS— 
7-IncH UnirorRM-THICKNESS SECTION—SYMMETRICAL CORNER 
LOADING. 

a number of similar corner tests and these data con- 
sistently indicated that the strain measured along the 
corner bisector at the proper location would be at 
least as large as, if not larger than any other strain to 
be found in the corner region. This being true it is 
only necessary to locate the position along the bisector 
at which the radial strain reaches a maximum and at 
this position measure the radial strain and the strain 
at right angles to it. The combination of these two 
strains determines the critical stress for the case of the 
corner loading. 

In his analysis of this case Westergaard gives an 
equation for finding the distance from the corner along 
the corner bisector at which the maximum stress 
theoretically develops. This equation is 

t,=2- Jal 

in which 
x, is the distance from the corner to the point of 

maximum stress measured along the bisector 
of the corner angle. 

a, and l are as previously defined. 

The distance x, was determined experimentally for 
each of the slab thicknesses, for a range in loads, after 
various numbers of load applications and for different 
conditions of temperature warping. 

In table 2 the experimentally determined values of 
this dimension are given for the four slab thicknesses, 
a range of loads and after various numbers of loadings 
had been applied. The tests covered a considerable 
period of time so that the soil moisture was not the 
same at the time the different sections were tested. 
For example, when the 6-inch and 7-inch sections were 
tested the subgrade soil was in a relatively dry state 
and a slight separation between the lower surface of 
the slab was noted after the application of a number of 
loads. In contrast, the subgrade was in a wet condition 
after severe freezing and thawing when the comparable 
tests were made on the 8-inch and 9-inch sections. 
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TaBLE 2.—Experimentally determined values of the distance, 1, 
along the bisector of the corner angle at which the maximum stress 

was found to occur. 
curves of the four quadrants. 
diameter bearing plates 

These values are averages from the stress 
Loads were applied on 12-inch 

| 

Distance, 2 

Slab thickness Load | 
After first | After 12 load | After 35 load 

load applications | applications 

| 

Inches Pounds Inches Inches Inches 
ae atte C00, Fees ea eh Le ee 4, 000 

5, 000 34 33 35 
6, 000 33 33 33 

( aS PY eee = ae 4, 000 35 34 38 

5, 000 35 34 37 
7, 000 33 33 34 
9, ONO 33 34 33 

ewes Bie te eee Na tee 3, 000 33 43 41 

6, 000 33 33 39 
8, 000 33 33 32 

10, 000 33 33 31 
EE Oe ry ee Cee ee ee 8, 000 46 48 46 

6, 000 41 47 43 
8, 000 4] 40 42 

10, 000 41 39 40 

The data of table 2 indicate a tendency for the dis- 
tance 2, to increase, for the low loads, with the number 
of load applications. For the higher loads the distance 
remained fairly constant as the loads were repeated. 
There seems also to be a tendency for the distance to 
decrease as the magnitude of the load is increased, other 
conditions remaining the same. 

In table 3 are shown experimentally determined values 
for 2, for three conditions of temperature warping. 
Each value in this table was from an average stress 
curve, each point of which was the average of eight 
separate stress determinations. The values in table 3 
tend to decrease as the degree of contact between the 
slab corners and the subgrade is increased. This same 
effect was noted in the data of table 2 as the magnitude 
of the load was increased. 

TasBLEe 3.—Experimentally determined values of the distance, x, 
along the bisector of the corner angle at which the maximum stress 
was found to occur. These values are averages from the stress 
curves of the four quadrants jor each condition of warping. Loads 
were applied on 12-inch diameter bearing plates 

Distance, 7 

Slab thickness 7 A x e 
dges warpe Edges warpe 

Ania Slab flat up 

Inches Inches Inches Inches 
1 Se ee ee ey ee tt ee ett 3l 36 37 
7 e- IET Sen eee eas ie en ee Soe ts! £4 30 34 36 
be as Se eee es Sere et ey a 31 33 38 

With the possible exception of those for the 9-inch 
slab the experimentally determined values for x, were 
found to be in good agreement with computed values. 
This is especially true for the condition of the unwarped 
or the downward warped slab corners. When the corner 
was warped upward an increase in the value of the 
distance x, was noted. 

In figure 17 average values of x; from a considerable 
number of tests with the pavement in an unwarped 
condition are compared with values computed with the 
equation mentioned above. It will be noted that the 
comparisons include three sizes of bearing area and four 
slab thicknesses. 

Generally there is good agreement between the com- 
puted and observed values of this dimension, While 
there is some tendency for the experimentally deter- 
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TENSILE STRAIN ALONG THE BISECTOR OF THE CORNER ANGLE. 

mined values to be greater than the computed values, 
particularly with the larger bearing areas, the difference 
is not great and when the flat character of the stress 
variation curve along the corner bisector is considered, 
it is apparent that small errors in determining the value 
of x; would be of very little importance. It is concluded, 
therefore, that the theoretical equation for computing 
this distance is sufficiently accurate for all practical 
purposes. 

EFFECTS OF REPEATED CORNER LOADING STUDIED 

The behavior of a slab corner under repeated loading 
was first studied in a series of tests on the 7-inch uniform- 
depth test section made during the late fall when the 
subgrade soil was in a normal state. A load of 8,000 
pounds was applied 80 times to the free corner of each 
of the four quadrants of the test section. Each load 
was maintained at full value for 1 minute and after the 
removal of the load 1 minute was allowed to elapse 
before the next loading was begun. The loads were 
applied in groups of ten and the maximum strains for 
each group of 10 loadings were averaged. The data 
obtained are shown in figure 18. Since, in this graph 
the data from all four quadrants are combined, each 
point on the curve is an average of 10 tests in each of 
four quadrants or 40 observed values. 

The data show a distinct tendency for the strain to 
increase with repetition of the test load, the average 
strain for the last group of ten loadings being approxi- 
mately 10 percent greater than the average strain for 
the first group. The rate of increase is not constant, 
decreasing as the number of load applications increased. 
ee after 60 repetitions of the load was very 
small. 

Following these experiments it was decided to in- 
vestigate the relation for all four thicknesses of pave- 
ment. In carrying out this subsequent program the 
procedure followed with each test section was the same 
and comprised the following schedule: 
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1. Two applications of a test load of each of three or 
four different magnitudes were made on each of the 
four free corners of each of the four sections. For each 
load application the maximum deflection and_ the 
maximum strain were measured. 

2. A series of 12 loads of the maximum magnitude 
used in (1), above, was applied but no measurements of 
deflection or strain were made. 

3. The same loadings and measurements made under 
(1), above, were repeated. 
4, A series of 50 to 70 loadings of the maximum 

magnitude used in (1), (above), was applied, no measure- 
ments of deflection or strain being made. 

5. The same loadings and measurements made under 
(1), above, were again repeated. 
The load-deflection and load-strain relations de- 

veloped during the tests of this schedule are shown in 
figure 19 while the strain variation along the bisector 
of the corner angle, for the maximum load magnitude 
is shown for each slab thickness in figure 20. Each 
point shown in these two figures is an average of two 
measurements in each of four quadrants or eight 
observations in all. 

The tests extended over a winter period so that the 
subgrade was not in the same condition when all of the 
sections were tested. 

The 7-inch section was tested in early December a 
short time after the data shown in figure 18 were ob- 
tained. The earlier series of tests may have affected 
the soil under the slab corners. The 6-inch section 
was tested in early January. Although the soil 
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Figure 18.—EFrrect on STRAIN OF REPEATED LoApsS APPLIED 
AT THE CORNER OF A CONCRETE PAVEMENT. 

beneath the pavement was not frozen when the tests 
were made it probably had been frozen slightly a short 
time before. The tests on the 8-inch section were made 
during March shortly after the subgrade had thawed 
after having been frozen to a depth of about 12 inches. 
During the time that the soil was frozen the test section 
was heaved upward approximately 1 inch but at the 
time of load testing it had resumed approximately its 
original position. The soil was in a wet condition but 
there is reason to believe that the pavement was in 
good contact with the soil over its entire area when the 
load tests were made. The 9-inch section was tested 
about the first of April. The subgrade had been frozen 
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as described above and, in addition, the section had 
been inundated for about 30 hours by flood backwater. 
The soil was, therefore, quite soft at the time the 
tests were made on this section. The swelling of the 
soil from moisture probably improved the uniformity 
of its contact with the lower surface of the pavement, 
however. 

It is indicated by the data of figure 19 that the de- 
flections and the stresses caused by a given load in- 
creased with the repetition of the “load for all thick- 
nesses in the same manner as found earlier with the 
7-inch section. It will be noted also that when the load 
magnitude was greatest the effect of repeated loading 
on deflection and stress was least. The data consistently 
indicate that the change in deflection and strain under 
repeated loading is the result of an adjustment of the 
conditions of soil support under the slab corner as the 
repetition of loading proceeds. This adjustment con- 
tinues until a condition of equilibrium is established. 

The lack of linearity in the load-deflection and load- 
strain data for these slab corners is further evidence that 
as the slab corner is deflected the conditions of soil 
reaction under it change. 

Similar tests to determine the load-deflection and 
load-strain characteristics of the interior region of the 
test sections were made and representative data from 
these are shown in figures 21, 22 and 23. 

Figure 21 is a typical strain variation graph for an 
interior loading. Each pot on the curves is the average 
of two strain measurements in each of four quadrants, 
eight observations in all. The radial strains were meas- 
ured along a radius from the center of the loaded area 
and at distances from that center as shown. The 
tangential strains were measured at the same positions 
but in a direction normal to the radius. The shape of 
the curves under the bearing plate was drawn in accord- 
ance with data discussed earlier in this report and shown 
in figure 15. 

These data indicate that directly under the bearing 
area the two strains have essentially the same magnitude 
but at points not within the bearing area the tangential 
strain is greater than the radial strain. The radial 
strains become zero at a distance from the center of the 
bearing area approximately equal to / while the tan- 
gential strains approach zero at a distance of about 1.61. 
The data in figure 21 were obtained on the section of 
9-inch thickness but tests on the sections of other thick- 
nesses showed the relation to be essentially the same 
when expressed in terms of /. This means that the 
critical stress from a given wheel load will not be in- 
creased by the presence of another equal load so long as 
the two loads are separated by a distance of 1.61 or 
more. For most highway pavements this would cor- 
respond to a distance of 40 to 60 inches. 

It is interesting to note how closely this is in accord 
with experimental strain data obtained in studies of the 
effect of 6-wheel trucks on concrete pavements made 
by the Public Roads Administration some 17 years ago 
(16). 

PRELIMINARY TESTS YIELDED SIGNIFICANT RESULTS 

Repeated load tests were made at the interior position 
(case II) following the same procedure as that used for 
the corner case. Typical data, obtained in the tests on 
the 7-inch thickness section, are shown in figure 22. 
The data from the tests at the interior consistently 
show that repeated loading causes no increase in the 
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magnitude of the critical strain, within the limits of the 
tests of this program. 

A large number of tests were made in studies of the 
load-deflection and load-strain relations for the interior 
loading. Typical data from these tests are given in 
figure 23. Both the load-deflection and the load-strain 
relation were consistently linear for the interior loading, 
within deflection and strain limits such as those shown 
in this figure. 
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FicurE 24.—VaARIATION IN RADIAL STRAINS ALONG THE EDGE 
OF A PAVEMENT FOR A LOAD APPIIED ON A CrrcULAR AREA 
AT THE EDGE. 

At the free edge, tests were made to determine the 
shape of the strain variation curve along a line through 
the center of the bearing area and parallel to the edge 
of the pavement; to determine the effect of repeated 
loads; and, to determine the load-deflection and load- 
strain relations using circular bearing areas centered 6 
inches from the slab edge. Typical data from these 
tests are shown in figures 24, 25 and 26. 

The strain variation curve (fic 24) shows radial strains 
only since tangential strains at the points of measure- 
ment shown are negligible. Each point shown on the 
curve is an average of eight observations, two in each 
of the four quadrants of the test section. The 
measurements of strain were made on the upper surface 
of the slab, hence the maximum strain shown is a com- 
pression in the upper surface of the pavement. It will 
be noted that the distance from the center of the loaded 
area to the point where the strain changes from com- 
pression to tension is approximately equal to /. The 
tensile strain in the upper surface of the pavement is 
much smaller than that in the bottom surface directly 
under the area of load application. It is this maximum 
tensile deformation in the bottom of the slab directly 
under the load that is the critical strain. Numerous 
tests have shown that the maximum compressive strain 
measured under the center of a circular bearing plate of 
8- to 12-inch diameter when the plate is tangent to the 
slab edge is essentially equal to the maximum tensile 
strain measured at the bottom of the slab edge. In 
other words the maximum strain shown in the variation 
diagram may be considered as equal to the critical strain. 
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RELATIONS AT THE EDGE OF A CONCRETE PAVEMENT, 

The data from repeated loading are given in figure 25. 
The eee was the same as that followed for 
case I (corner) and case II (interior). It is indicated 
that the critical strain for the edge loading is not 
increased by a repetition of load application. In this 
respect it is like the interior case. This difference in 
behavior between the corner on the one hand and the 
interior and edge on the other is attributed to two 
factors, first, there is more deflection and bence more 
soil deformation when the free corner of a slab of 
uniform thickness is loaded and, second, for corner 
loading there is less confinement for the soil than is 
present with either the edge or interior loadings. 

In figure 26 are given some typical load-deflection 
and load-strain data for the edge loading. It was found 
that these relations were linear within the limits of the 
tests. 

To summarize, the preliminary load testing program 
gave data as to the strain distribution which located 
the position of the critical strain for each of the three 
cases of loading considered in the Westergaard analysis. 
It verified the equation for locating the position of 
maximum stress for corner loads as given by Wester- 
gaard. The application of repeated loads was found 
to affect the magnitude of the critical strain to a 
measurable extent with corner loading but not for the 
interior or the edge loadings. Finally the preliminary 
load testing program showed that the load-deflection 
and load-strain relations were nearly linear for corner 
loading and linear for the interior and edge loadings, 
within the limits of the tests. 
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LOAD-DEFLECTION DATA AND THEIR SIGNIFICANCE 

The methods used for determining the deflected 
shape of the test sections under various load and 
other conditions were described and discussed in the 
earlier reports of this series. 

The principal use made of the deflection data in the 
present study is for evaluating the constants that appear 
in the various equations of the Westergaard analysis. 

In connection with the presentation of his generalized 
equations (25) Westergaard suggests methods for 
determining the value of the quantities D, 1, k, K, #, L 
and Z from observed values of deflections and stresses. 
These will be discussed briefly. 

The deflection modulus, D, was defined as being equal 
to k? and values for it may be obtained by substituting 
the observed maximum deflection value in the appro- 
priate equation for maximum deflection (1), (2) or (8). 

The value of / is obtained, by adjusting the scales 
(both horizontal and vertical) of a theoretical deflection 
diagram, in whick the ordinates are deflection units and 
the abscissas are distances expressed in terms of /, until 
the theoretical elastic curve coincides as nearly as 
possible with the observed shape of the deflected slab. 

For the corner loading the theoretical deflection 
diagram may be constructed, once D is determined, by 
means of the generalized equation for corner deflection 

Rae Pend =) nT, (6 7 0-88¢ 

z being the deflection at any distance x from the slab 
corner, measured along the bisector of the corner 
angle, while e is the Naperian base. Values of / are 
assumed until coincidence is obtained. 

For the interior and edge cases, the theoretical 
deflection diagrams were constructed by means of 
coefficients of deflection obtained from the diagrams 
given by Westergaard in the original analysis (23) 
(figures 4 and 8). Values of / were assumed as in the 
case of the corner loading until the best degree of coin- 
cidence was attained. 

With values for D and / determined in the manner 
just described k, K, and H may be evaluated by means 
of the following equations: 

k= Sie: 22 eeu es (14) 

D 
ath SSS Stee ese = eS ae (15) 

pa 20=)DE (16) 
Saat 0 eat eae ele eg ice 

There appears to be no direct method for the deter- 
mination of values for the quantities Z and Z from 
deflection data. Westergaard suggests that these 
terms be evaluated from the theoretical equations for 
stress. Discussion of this question will accordingly be 
deferred until after the introduction of the stress data. 
Except where stated otherwise, the value of Z will be 
taken as zero, however. 

Observed deflection data for each of the four test 
sections of uniform thickness for the three cases of 
corner, interior and edge loading are shown in figures 27, 
28, and 29, respectively. On these diagrams the 
observed shape of the deflected slab is shown by curves 
drawn through crosses. Each cross is the average of 
12 observed values, three measurements in each of four 
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quadrants. The small circles are computed values 
which indicate the position of the matched theoretical 
diagram constructed for the purpose of determing 1. 

Values of the several coefficients, derived by the 
methods just described from the deflection data shown 
in figures 27 to 29, inclusive, are given in table 4. 
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Tasie 4.—Values for various coefficients, used in the Westergaard 
equations, determined from measured deflections 

” Slab 
* osition | Time of testing] thick- | 1 k K D E 

ness 

Inches | Inches | Lbs.in.-3| Lbs.in.-2|Lbs.in.-| Lbs. in.-2 
Corner___- Late summer__ 6 26 43 3, 708 96, 400 | 3, 540, 000 

Winter por eee 7 28 161 4,515 | 126,400 | 3, 390, 000 
interes oa 8 30 227 6, 825 | 204, 700 | 4, 220, 000 

, Late fall_______ 9 33 168 5, 585 | 182,600 | 3, 200, 000 
Interior___| Late summer__ 6 25 195 4, 880 | 122,000 | 4, 140, 000 

Win ter ce-et <3 ff 29 238 6, 895 | 200,000 | 5, 750, 000 
Summer_ Soe. 7 28 222 6, 230 | 174, 400 | 4, 670, 000 
Winters 2 = 8 31 260 8,065 | 250,000 | 5, 500, 000 
Late fall z>.. 9 36 203 7,315 | 263, 200 | 5, 490, 000 
Summer. ____- 9 33 220 7, 290 | 240, 500 | 4, 210, 000 

Edge__--.- Late summer__ 6 26 171 4,440 | 115,400 | 4, 235, 000 
inter eee Bc 7 29 212 6, 145 | 178, 200 | 5, 125, 000 

Winteresoace: 8 30 279 8,365 | 251,000 | 5, 175, 000 
uate falls 22.2 9 34 243 8, 260 | 280, 800 | 5, 220, 000 

The deflection tests on the four sections were not 
made at the same time but covered a period of about 
4 months, as follows: 

Test section: Month tested 

CAUIGLD £7) 5 Si ae 2 ee gS a een September. 
TATOO) OV gous = 5 aS er a Me te pn December. 
Rein eee es el ee ee _.. November. 
DAVE 2, pele eR Ne TS, Dit 2k October. 

During the period when a particular section was 
under test it was insulated against air temperature 
fluctuations with a layer of straw and was protected 
from precipitation and direct sunlight with a temporary 
canvas shelter. However, during the 4-month period 
between late summer and winter there are important 
changes in temperature, evaporation rate, ground 
moisture, etc., and it seems reasonable that some effects 
of this seasonal change are present in the data. If so, 
the effect would be most noticeable in comparisons 
between different test sections. 

For a given slab thickness, values of the radius of 
relative stiffness, /, are in good agreement for the three 
cases of loading. For conditions that are comparable 
there is rather good agreement also between the values 
of modulus of subgrade reaction, k, as determined by 
pavement deflection, for the interior and edge loadings 
but the value for the corner loading is consistently 
lower. This is believed to be the result of incomplete 
contact between the corner area and the subgrade and 
is in accord with the evidence of the strain data previ- 
ously discussed. It will be noted that the values of &, 
as determined from the deflections of the 6-inch section 
of uniform thickness are somewhat lower than as 
determined by the deflection data from the three other 
test sections. 

SEASONAL CHANGES AFFECT CERTAIN COEFFICIENTS 

In the earlier discussion of the modulus of subgrade 
reaction, k&, in the first section of this report, the data 
from the bearing plate tests of series 4 showed that for a 
given plate displacement the value of & was appreciably 
greater in summer than in winter. For example, at a 
displacement of 0.02 inch, the summer value was 280 
Ibs. in. and the winter value was 199 lbs. in’. 
This same trend is not evident in the limited data on 
the values of k, determined from the deflections of the 
interior of the 7-inch and 9-inch sections shown in table 
4. It will be noted that the value of & is nearly the 
same for summer conditions as it is for late fall or 
winter conditions in the two comparisons available in 
this table. It may be recalled that in the study of 
seasonal effects on the value of & with the bearing plate 

tests, the plate was left continuously in place on the 
subgrade. While the plate used was relatively large, 
it actually was much smaller than a full-size pavement 
slab. It is conceivable, therefore, that a larger change 
in soil moisture may have occurred under the bearing 
plate than was possible under the test section and that 
this larger change in soil moisture might account for the 
larger variation in the value of k as determined from 
the bearing plate test. 

The general level of values of & from the bearing plate 
tests is in reasonably good agreement with that de- 
termined from pavement deflections. 

The coefficients D and K being dependent on / and k 
are affected directly by any conditions that influence 
the value of either / or k. The values of the modulus 
of elasticity for the concrete, /, as determined from the 
slab deflections are in the same general range as the 
values that were obtained from the tests of the labora- 
tory specimens. Values obtained from corner deflec- 
tions are distinctly lower than those determined by 
deflection data from interior or edge loading. This is 
believed to be a direct reflection of the imperfect sub- 
grade support that obtained under the unwarped slab 
corners and of certain rotational movements that will 
be discussed presently. For this reason the value of EF, 
determined from corner deflections, is considered a less 
reliable index of slab stiffness than those determined 
from interior or edge deflection data. It is noted also 
that there is a tendency for the values determined from 
the deflections of the 6-inch section to be slightly lower 
than those for the other three sections. A comparison 
of the data obtained in summer with those obtained in 
winter in tests at the interior of the 7-inch section show 
a much higher value of # for the winter condition. 
The same trend is evident in the tests made in summer 
and in late fall at the interior of the 9-inch section. 

Since the value of the modulus of elasticity of the 
concrete varies with the moisture state of the material 
and since the moisture state is known to vary but no 
good measure of its range or rate of variation was 
available, an uncertainty as to the exact value of the 
modulus # was always present in any consideration of 
data that required its use, particularly where long time 
periods were involved in the testing. 

Assuming that values of #=5,500,000 lbs. in. and 
k=200 lbs. in.~? were fairly representative of the winter 
condition and that values of H=4,500,000 lbs. in.~? 
and k=280 lbs. in.~* are equally representative of the 
summer condition of the test sections, values of the co- 
efficients 1, D and K were computed for each of the four 
thicknesses of test section. These computed values are 
given in table 5. A comparison can be made between 
these computed values and certain of the values de- 
rived from the measured deflections which were shown 
in table 4. In making such comparisons it is well to 
bear in mind, first, that the computed values are only 
as good as the selected values of # and k on which the 
computations are based, and second, that the computa- 
tions presuppose the ideal subgrade reaction to obtain. 
The agreement between the computed values and those 
derived from the measured deflections is, in general, 
better for the winter observations than for the summer 
and better for the interior and edge loadings than for 
the corner. For the winter condition several compari- 
sons are available and for the interior and edge cases 
the agreement may be considered good. For the corner 
case the values of D and K derived from measured de- 

flections tend to be lower than the computed values. 
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TABLE 5.—Computed values of coefficients used in the Westergaard 
equations 

WINTER CONDITION 

{£=5,500,000 Ibs. in.-*, k= 200 Ibs. in.~?] 

Slab thickness l D K 

Inches Inches Lbs. in. Lbs. in.-? 
oS er FP a Se ae oe ee eee 26.7 142, 300 5, 340 

| ee ee ey Pe oN eye ee a 29. 9 179, 300 5, 990 
gM IA a er Sieh Doge aE ey te eA 33.1 219, 100 6, 620 
Opens a. ee a Geet ee tee 36.2 261, 500 7, 230 

SUMMER CONDITION 

| £=4,500,000 Ibs. in.-?, k=280 lbs. in.-%] 

gi Ghee Ser cee eee! 23.3 152, 300 | 6, 530 
7a bie ONS Uy POLE e ake mem: Se 26.2 191, 900 7) 330 
8 oe eee ee 28.9 234, 500 8, 100 

9 31.6 279, 800 8, 850 

For the summer condition only two comparisons are 
available, the interior case for the 7-inch and 9-inch 
sections. In these the values of D and K derived from 
the measured deflections tend to be 10 to 15 percent 
lower than the corresponding computed values of table 
5. There is generally good agreement in the values of 
1 for the four pavement thicknesses and the three cases 
of loading. 

Further studies of the corner case were made in an 
effort to establish the reason for the differences between 
the computed values of the coefficients and those ob- 
tained from the measured corner deflections. Tests 
were made with the 7-inch and 9-inch sections, loads 
being applied when the corners were flat, warped up 
and warped down. Measurements were made not only 
of the deflection but also of the rotational movement of 
the slab about the longitudinal joint as the corner loads 
were applied. These rotational movements were meas- 
ured by placing two recording strain gages on the slab 
end spanning the joint, one gage near the top and one 
near the bottom surface of the pavement. 

The vertical displacement of the free corner resulting 
from rotational movement at the longitudinal joint was 
calculated from the movements recorded by the two 
strain gages. This displacement is an apparent de- 
flection of the slab corner that must be subtracted from 
the measured maximum deflection at the corner if the 
displacement caused by slab flexure alone is to be ob- 
tained. Displacement values calculated in this manner 
for the 7,000-pound load on the corner of the 7-inch 
test section and the 10,000-pound load on the 9-inch 
test section are shown in table 6. It will be noted that 
the values are about the same for the two slab thick- 
nesses but that they vary considerably with the degree 
of subgrade support afforded the loaded corner, being 
approximately three times as great for the upward 
warped corner as for the same corner brought into 
better contact with the subgrade by downward warping. 

The measured total vertical displacements along the 
bisectors of the corner angle for the 7-inch and 9- inch 
sections, for the three conditions of temperature warp- 
ing are shown in figure 30. Each value on the apparent 
deflection curves in this figure is the total displacement 
from a fixed datum. The calculated movement of the 
corner resulting from rotation of the slab about the 
longitudinal joint is indicated as a correction to be sub- 
tracted from the measured total downward movement 
of the corner point. Because of the rotational move- 

TABLE 6,—Displacements caused by rotational movement of the 
slabs about the longitudinal joint 

Corner displacement 

Condition of edges of slab —— 

7-in. slab 9-in. slab 

Inches Inches 
eee COWL an. sae Oe ee eee . 006 . 008 
SG see we SOR Eee oe oon ne ee eee 015 016 
Wiatped dips sa. 2i et fos 5 - Se ee O21 . 020 

7TINCH SLAB 7,000-POUND LOAD 9-INCH SLAB 10,000-POUND LOAD 

12-INCH DIAM. BEARING AREA 
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Figure 30.—DeEFr.LecTion OF THE BISECTOR OF THE CORNER 
ANGLE FOR THREE CONDITIONS OF TEMPERATURE WARPING. 

ment of the slab about the longitudinal joint it is ap- 
parent that the measured load-deflection relation for 
the corner case cannot be expected to compare directly 
with the theoretical relation. As nearly as could be 
determined in this investigation, the measured maxi- 
mum corner deflection for the downward warped condi- 
tion when corrected for slab rotation is in reasonably 
good agreement with the theoretical value. The meas- 
ured maximum values for the other two conditions of 
warping are approximately equal after correction and 
both are approximately 25 percent greater than the 
corrected value for the downward warped condition. 

It is believed that this special study of the deflection 
of the corners of the 7-inch and 9-inch test sections indi- 
cates that, because the measured apparent deflections 
of the slab corner contain displacements from causes 
other than flexure, such measurements are not suitable 
for use in determining the value of the several coeffi- 
cients previously discussed. One possible exception is 
the value of the radius of relative stiffness, /, which is 
determined more by the coincidence of curve shapes 
than by absolute deflection magnitude. Because of 
this, values of / determined from corner loadings are in 
good agreement with values determined from interior 
and edge loadings for all four slab thicknesses. 

LOAD-STRESS RELATIONS ANALYZED 

One of the early steps in the testing program was a 
study of the effect of the size of the bearing area over 
which the load was distributed on the amount of strain 
produced by a given load for test sections of ,various 
thicknesses and for the three cases of loading considered 
by Westergaard. 

In testing the corners bearing plates having radu, 
a, of 3, 4, 6, 8, and 10 inches were used. In testing the 
the interior and edge positions, however, the 6-inch 

_ 
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diameter plate (a=3 inches) was omitted because of 
having to measure strains under the bearing plate with 
a gage length exceeding the plate diameter. The 
measured critical strains for each size of bearing area 
and each slab thickness are shown for the corner, in- 
terior and edge loadings in figures 31, 32 and 33, respec- 
tively. In order to compare the observed effect of size 
of bearing area with that indicated by theory, strain 
values were computed for each value of the radius, a, 
and these theoretical relations are shown by the broken 
line curves in the three figures. For purposes of com- 
parison the two curves in each graph were made to coin- 
cide for the case ot the bearing area with 4-inch radius. 
For this reason they do not indicate the relative magni- 
tude of observed and computed strains for a given test 
condition. 

In the case of the corner loading (fig. 31) the ob- 
served effect of size of bearing area on strain is almost 
exactly the same as that indicated by theory. The two 

StTrRAIN—EpGE LoapIna. 

curves coincide exactly in the comparison for the 8-inch 
slab while for the other three sections the observed in- 
fluence of the size of bearing area is only slightly less 
than the theoretical. 

For loads applied at the interior (fig. 32) the agree- 
ment between the observed and theoretical relations is 
very close in all cases. Such divergences as appear are 
so small as to be without significance in interpreting the 
results. 

The comparison between the observed and theoretical 
relations for the edge loading (fig. 33) is the only one in 
which a significant difference exists. It will be recalled 
that in this edge loading (case III) a semicircular bear- 
ing area was used in the original analysis. In the test 
program at Arlington a semicircular bearing plate was 
used and the effort was made to center the load over the 
center of area of the plate so as to have uniform load 
distribution to the slab surface. On the 7-inch and 
8-inch test sections the curve showing the observed 
relation has essentially the same shape as the theoretical 
curve, although lying somewhat flatter with respect to 
the x-axis. The curves showing the observed relation 
for the 6-inch and 9-inch sections on the other hand are 
of somewhat different shape, being concave with re- 
spect to the x-axis instead of convex. The apparent 
divergence between the observed and theoretical curves 
for the 6-inch and 9-inch sections is emphasized by the 
fact that it is the data for the smallest bearing area 
which appear to be out of line and it so happened that 
it was at this point that the curves were made to 
coincide, principally because the 8-inch diameter bear- 
ing area was used extensively in the load-strain studies. 
Even with the discrepancies that have been pointed out 
for the edge loading there is fair agreement between 
the experimental data and the theory. 

As a general statement it is believed that the observed 
effect of size of bearing area on strain is so similar to the 
theoretical relation as to indicate that the latter can be 
used with confidence in its accuracy. 

In subsequent tests where the size of bearing area 
entered as a variable only the 8-, 12- and 20-inch diameter 
plates were used. 
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LOAD-STRESS RELATION FOR CORNER LOADING 

The first direct comparison between observed and 
theoretical stresses is shown in figure 34. The term 
observed stresses used hereafter refers to the critical 
stress values derived from measured strains, in the 
manner described earlier in the report. The observed 
stress values in figure 34 are compared with theoretical 
values computed with coefficients obtained from corner 
deflections measured at the same time as the strain 
measurements. Each observed stress value in this and 
subsequent figures is based on an average of eight 
measured strains (2 tests in each quadrant of the test 
section). 

It will be observed in figure 34 that, in every case, the 
observed stress value is smaller than the theoretical 
value. This difference is due in large part to the fact 
that the apparent modulus of elasticity of the concrete, 
as determined from corner deflection data, is much 
smaller than the value of the modulus of elasticity 
determined by other methods. This was brought out 
in table 4 and the attendant discussion. 
When values of the modulus of elasticity obtained 

from the measured deflections of the interior and edge 
were averaged and applied to the corner strains for a 
given test section a better agreement between observed 
stresses and theoretical stresses resulted. This com- 
parison is shown in figure 35. It is believed that this 
is a better comparison than that of figure 34 because all 
evidence indicates that the modulus of elasticity deter- 
mined from deflection data obtained in tests at the 
interior and edge is approximately correct. In figure 
35 the agreement between the observed and theoretical 
stress values is very close for the 6-inch and 8-inch 
sections while for the 7-inch and 9-inch sections the 
observed stresses are higher than the theoretical 
stresses by 14 and 18 percent, respectively. The ob- 
served influence of the size of bearing area is essentially 
that indicated by theory. 
Some further tests were made to discover, if possible, 

the reason for the difference between the agreement for 
the 6- and 8-inch sections and that for the 7- and 9-inch 
sections as shown in figure 35. The first of these tests 
were made on the 7- and 9-inch sections during the 
summer under the condition of maximum downward 
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warping of the slab corners. It is reasonable to assume, 
therefore, that the pavement corner was in good contact 
with the subgrade at the time of test. While only one 
size of bearing plate was used, tests were made on all 
four quadrants of the test sections and the tests were 
repeated in two different years. The data may, 
therefore, be considered representative. 

The average observed stresses along the corner bi- 
sector for both the 7-inch and the 9-inch test sections, 
together with the theoretical maximum stress, are 
shown in figure 36. Each observed value is an average 
based on 16 strain measurements. The agreement be- 
tween the observed and theoretical stress values from 
these tests indicates that, if the conditions are such that 
the corner is receiving full subgrade support, values of 
critical stress computed with the Westergaard equa- 
tion for critical stress for corner loading (case I) can be 
used with confidence. When full subgrade support 
does not exist the computed stresses will be too low. 

Further study was given to the effect of the condition 
of subgrade support on critical stress for corner loading 
in a series of tests on the 6-inch, 7-inch, and 9-inch 
sections. In this study loads were applied to the slab 
corners when those corners were warped upward, un- 
warped and warped downward. The slabs were as- 
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sumed to be flat when the temperature of the upper 

surface and of the lower surface were the same. The 

8-inch section was not included because it was necessary 

to keep the program within practical limits. Condi- 

tions for maximum upward warping occur only at 

certain times in the night or early morning hours in 

winter and with only three sections included the pro- 

eram extended over nearly one entire winter before the 

desired data could be obtained. The data from this 

study are shown in figure 37. Each observed stress 

value.is the result of eight separate strain measure- 

ments. The maximum theoretical corner stress is 

shown on each graph. 
Table 7 shows the observed maximum stresses for 

each condition of warping and for each slab thickness, 

expressed as a percentage of the theoretical stress. It 

will be noted that the observed stresses are slightly 

greater than the theoretical stresses for the condition of 

downward warping. It is quite possible that even 

when the corners were warped downward full contact 

with the subgrade was not established. ‘The observed 

stresses for the flat and upward warped conditions, 

i.e., for the conditions of least subgrade support, are 

higher than the theoretical values by 30 to 50 percent. 

Thus it is evident that where the assumed condition of 

full subgrade support does not obtain some correction 

must be applied to the stress values computed by the 

theoretical equation for maximum stress from corner 

loading. Westergaard analyzed the load-deflection and 

the load-stress relations for slab corners that are not 

fully supported by introducing a modified condition of 

subgrade reaction that was assumed to represent the 

support given a slab corner when that corner was 

warped upward (26). 
This analysis provides corrections to be applied to 

values computed with the equations of the original 

analysis. In order to compute the corrections it is 

necessary to determine experimentally certain quan- 

tities that appear in the correction equations. A 

serious effort was: made to determine the quantities 

and the corrections in connection with the investiga- 

tion being described but for various reasons it was not 

TABLE 7.—Comparison of theoretical corner stresses with maximum 
observed stresses for three conditions of warping 

Observed stresses expressed as percentages 
of theoretical values 

Slab thickness Ea § iin 
Corner : Corner 
warped No Pare warped 

downward g upward 

; Inches Percent Percent Percent 

G8: 84 ere ee st ee eee 114 137 144 

( ee he tn ge a Re eee 116 141 149 

Gig Se ee eee, Us ees ee 105 132 138 
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possible to do so in a satisfactory manner. As a general 

statement it may be said that the corrections obtained 

in the manner suggested were too small, at least for the 

conditions of this investigation. 

OBSERVED STRESSES COMPARED WITH VALUES COMPUTED BY 

VARIOUS STRESS EQUATIONS 

In figures 38 and 39 comparisons are made between 

observed maximum corner stresses and those computed 

with three different equations which will be described 

presently. The comparison in figure 38 is for four slab 

thicknesses, the load and size of loaded area being con- 

stant while those for figure 39 are for different sizes of 

loaded area, with a constant load and slab thickness. 

As in most of the tests, each observed stress value is the 

result of eight individual strain measurements. The 

stress values in figure 38 were either for the condition of 

upward warping (crosses) or for a very soft subgrade 

condition (circles) hence are representative of a low 

corner support condition. Those in figure 59 are for the 

upward warped condition only. The values of # and 

k used were selected as representative for the conditions 

that obtained at the time of the tests. 
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The three equations referred to above for computing 
the maximum corner stress values shown in figures 38 
and 39 are 

aE 

AEN Veco 7 St Se aera ee eee (17) 

3 12(1— p2)k\o-8 06 

Cc h2 a 2 ua | (av 2) ee (7) 

Equation 17 was aeean by Goldbeck (4) in 1919 as 
an approximate formula for computing the stress in 
concr ete slabs. In various forms it came to be known 
as the “corner formula.” It assumes that the slab 
corner receives no support from the subgrade and that 
the load is applied at a point at the extreme corner of 
the slab. In general, stress values computed with 
this equation are very much higher than those observed 
in this investigation. In figure 38 the difference will 
be observed to vary with the pavement. thickness, 
the computed stress being 38, 30, 22, and 24 percent 
greater respectively than “the aver age observed maxi- 
mum stress for the corners of the 6 , 8-, and 9-inch 
test sections. Since in equation 17 the fone is assumed 
to be concentrated at a point it is obvious that the 
computed stresses would not be affected by the size of 
the loaded area. This is apparent in the comparisons 
of figure 39. For the 6-inch section the computed 
stresses are greater than those observed for the bearing 
areas with radii of 4, 6, and 10 inches by 21, 43, and 
97 percent respectively, For the 8-inch section the 
percentages are 4, 23, and 79 respectively for the same 
three sizes of bearing are: 

Equation 7 is the original Westergaard equation for 
maximum stress for a load applied on the pavement 
corner over a circular ar 
grade support measured by the reaction modulus k. 
(Norr.—It is apparent that equation 17 is a special 

a of radius, a, with full sub- | 

case of equation 7 for the condition of k=0 with a 
infinitely small). 

The data pr esented in figures 38 and 39 support those 
shown previously in demonstrating that the maximum 
stresses for corner loading observed in this investiga- 
tion are considerably greater than the theoretical max- 
ima. If the comparative data from these three figures 
are averaged it is found that the theoretical values are 
about one-third less than the observed values and as 
evidenced by the graphs the difference is fairly constant 
for various pavement thicknesses and sizes of bearing 
area. 

Equation 18 is an empirical equation developed by 
modification of the exponents in the Westergaard 
equation in such a manner as to cause the computed 
values to coincide more nearly with the observed data 
for the case of the incompletely supported slab corners 
shown in figures 38 and 39. The equation thus has no 
theoretical foundation. It was published earlier in 
slightly different form (7) but the comparisons with 
observed data were not presented at that time. The 
data in figure 38 show that for the poorly supported 
corners to which the observed stress values apply, stress 
values computed by the empirical equation are in good 
agreement. The data shown in this figure were ob- 
tained in tests using a 12-inch diameter bearing 
plate. Comparisons with test data obtained with 
bearing plates of other sizes are shown in figure 39 and 
the agreement between the observed and computed 
stress values is generally good. 

In addition to the comparisons just shown, it is of 
interest to note that in a recent report of a laboratory 
investigation of stress conditions in the corner region 
of concrete slabs at the Iowa Engineering Experiment 
Station (73) it is stated that the critical corner stresses 
determined experimentally in that investigation are in 
general agreement with values calculated by the em- 
pirical stress equation developed from the data obtained 
at Arlington (equation 18). 

To summarize, it has been shown that for the corner 
loading (case I) the conditions of soil support for which 
the Westergaard equation for- maximum stress was 
developed existed only for short periods of extreme 
downward warping and that for these periods only was 
there agreement between the observed stresses and 
those computed by the Westergaard equation. For 
the rest of the time the corners were not fully supported 
and the computed stresses were much lower than the 
observed stresses. 

An empirical equation has been developed that seems 
to fit the observed data reasonably well and, for condi- 
tions of poor corner support, its use is suggested, at 
least until more comprehensive information is available. 
It is emphasized, however, that the equation is without 
theoretical foundation and may not be applicable to all 
conditions. 

LOAD-STRESS RELATION FOR INTERIOR LOADING 

A direct comparison between observed and computed 
stresses for interior loading (case II) is shown in 
figure 40. The values of observed stress shown in this 
graph are the critical values for each size of loaded area 
as determined from strain measurements in the manner 
previously described and each is the average of eight 
individual observations. The theoretical stress values 
in this figure were computed with the equation of the 
original Westergaard analysis, as restated in generalized 
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form (equation 8), the coefficients being determined 
from deflection measurements of the pavement slab 
made at the time the strains were measured. 
In this comparison the theoretical values are appre- 

ciably higher than the observed stresses. The opinion 
has been expressed by Westergaard that for interior 
loading the subgrade reactions may be more closely 
concentrated around the load than are the deflections 
and that for a given subgrade this redistribution of 
subgrade reactions results in more support than was 
contemplated in the original analysis. Based on this 
conception his “supplementary theory” for interior 
loading (25) was developed. In this supplementary 
analysis the equation for maximum load stress was 
modified to the form shown as equation 10 earlier in 
this discussion. Two new quantities, Z and L, ap- 
peared in this equation. Values for these must be 
determined from experimental data. Westergaard sug- 
gests that these constants be established by adjusting 
their values until fair agreement exists between ob- 
served and computed deflection and stresses. 

In the present investigation for the subgrade as 
originally constructed this procedure resulted in the 
following values: Z=—0.05 and L==1.75l, for the four 
sections of uniform thickness. 

The values of the various coefficients determined 
from deflections using a value of Z—0.05 are shown 
in table 8. These were developed from the same de- 
flection data as were used for those of table 4 but 
differ shightly because of the influence of the quantity Z. 
The values of the modulus of elasticity #, shown in 
table 8, are in good agreement with those determined 
by other methods. The values of k, shown in table 8 
for the late fall and winter conditions, are in good 
agreement with the values determined by the bearing 
tests with rigid plates. For the summer condition the 
agreement is not as good and a possible explanation 
for this was offered earlier in the report. 
A direct comparison between observed maximum 

stresses for the interior loading and maximum stress 
values computed by the Westergaard equation based 
on a redistribution of subgrade reactions is given in 
figure 41. Except for the value of Z, which as stated 
above was found to be equal to 1.75/, the coefficients 
used in the computation were those given in table 8. 
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TaBre 8.— Coefficients determined from the deflections for the 
untertor case of loading Z—=0.05 

Slab 
Time of testing thick- ee k kK D EB 

ness 

Inches | Inches | Lbs.in.—-3| Lbs.in.—| Lbs.in.—| Lbs.in-? 
Late summerseen esse 3 25 185 4,640 | 116,000 | 3, 930, 000 
W interns eee aaee eae ae vf 29 226 6, 550 | 190,000 | 5, 460, 000 
SUM MOr eee ee ee re 7 28 211 5,920 | 165, 700 | 4, 480, 000 
Winter! Aer 8 31 247 7,640 | 237,000 | 5, 220, 000 
Late fallen S28 9 36 193 6,940 | 250,000 | 5, 220, 000 

Sunimeress See ee 9 33 210 6, 920 | 228, 500 | 4, 000, 000 

In general, there is good agreement between the 
observed and the computed values for all sizes of 
bearing areas and for all thicknesses of pavement even 
though only one value of Z and one of L were used 
in the computation. 

So far there has been little or no opportunity to study 
experimentally the range of variation of these constants 
to be expected with various concretes and subgrade 
conditions. Also while the range in size of loaded 
areas for which data are shown are probably adequate 
for the usual conditions of highway loading the areas 
of contact of some airplane tires are quite outside the 
range. In this connection one of the supplementary 
studies which is described at the end of this report was 
made to determine the effect of large bearing areas and 
of bearing areas of other than circular shape on the 
load-stress relation and experimental data obtained 
with larger areas for interior loading are presented in 
connection with the description of that work. 

LOAD-STRESS RELATION FOR EDGE LOADING 

A direct comparison between observed stresses and 
computed stresses for the edge loading is shown in 
figure 42, The observed stresses are based on measured 
critical strains while the computed values were obtained 

' with the Westergaard equation for maximum stress 

for the edge loading, case III, given earlier in this 
report as equation 9. The coefficients used in the 
computations were those obtained from deflections made 

at the time of the strain measurements and are shown 

in table 4. 
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It is apparent from these data that theoretically the 
effect of size of bearing area is somewhat more pro- 
nounced than that observed in these tests although for 
the 7-inch and 8-inch sections the difference is quite 
small and the general agreement between the observed 
and the computed values is quite good. In the case 
of the 6-inch and 9-inch sections, the agreement is 
good for the 12-inch and 20-inch diameter bearing 
areas but for the 8-inch diameter plate the observed 
stress is definitely lower for both test sections than 
theory indicates it should be. It will be recalled that 
this same anomaly was apparent in the strain data 
shown in figure 33. Just why the stress values for the 
8-inch semicircular plate should be low on these sec- 
tions is not clear. The tests made on the several 
quadrants of the test sections show no more than the 
usual spread between individual values so that the 
average value is not adversely affected by erratic data. 
Furthermore, repeat tests made 2 years later on the 
same sections showed essentially the same load-strain 
values. Even with these values included the general 
agreement between the observed and computed values 
may be considered good and it seems reasonable to 
conclude that the Westergaard equation for maximum 
stress for edge loading gives an accurate indication when 
the assumed condition for the loaded area exists and the 
slab is in an unwarped condition. 

Some additional study of the case of an edge load 
was made to determine the effect of upward warping 
on the load-stress relation. Some of the tests were 
made during the late fall with the soil of the subgrade 
in a moderately wet condition while others were made 
when the subgrade was soft from thawing after having 
been frozen to a depth of several inches. The observed 
stress values from these tests are shown in figures 43 
and 44 together with relations computed by two 
equations for edge stress. The first is the theoretical 
equation developed by Westergaard for edge loading 
(case III) the generalized form of which has been 
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given as equation 9. The second equation is as follows 

jee LENG 
r= 0.529(1+0.54y) 2 | log a) + 

and is an empirical equation developed to fit the ob- 
served stress values obtained in load tests on the upward 
warped slab edges for conditions of subgrade support 
such as prevailed when these particular tests were 
made. The same empirical equation, in slightly dif- 
ferent form, has been published previously (7) but the 
data from which it was developed were not presented 
at that time. 

Figure 43 shows the effect of slab thickness on the 
maximum stress from edge loading while in figure 44 
the effect on stress magnitude of the size of the loaded 
area is brought out. Asin the graphs shown previously 
each observed stress value is an average derived from 
eight individual strain measurements, two on each of 
the four quadrants of the test section. From the data 
in this figure it is apparent that the observed stresses, 
for the conditions of the test, exceed the values com- 
puted by the Westergaard equation for maximum edge 
stress by about 10 percent. In making this compari- 
son it is well to keep in mind that upward warping of 
slab edges develops only when the bottom surface of 
the slab is warmer than the upper surface. Appreciable 
upward warping occurs relatively infrequently in the 
region where these tests were made. The tests for 
which the data are shown in figure 43 were made before 
sunrise on winter mornings when the cycle of tempera- 
ture changes happened to be favorable. At the time 
of year during which the observed data were obtained the 
supporting value of the subgrade is apt to be lessened 
by a high moisture content. In view of the critical 
conditions represented it is rather surprising that the 
observed stress values do not exceed those computed 
by equation 9 by a greater percentage. 

The observed stress values are in good agreement 
with the values computed by the empirical equation 
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for maximum edge stress, equation 19, for all four pave- 
ment thicknesses represented in the investigation. 

In figure 44 the observed data indicate that, when 
the slab edge is warped up the effect of the size of loaded 
area, as measured by the radius, a, is slightly less pro- 
nounced than theory indicates. The values are higher 
than those computed by the theoretical equation 
(equation 9) also, as would be expected in the light of 
the preceding discussion. Stress values computed by 
the empirical equation (equation 19) agree closely with 
the observed stresses for the 12-inch and 20-inch 
diameter bearing areas but are somewhat higher than 
the stresses observed in the tests with the 8-inch 
diameter area, the average difference being of the order 
of-10 percent. 

The empirical equation was derived by adjusting the 
theoretical relation expressed by the Westergaard 
equation for maximum edge stress until the empirical 
relation fitted the observed data as closely as possible. 
The empirical equation is, therefore, specific rather than 
general in its application. However, it yields stress 
values that are somewhat higher, for given conditions, 
than those computed with the theoretical equation, a 
difference that would be expected to exist generally 
when the edge of the slab is warped upward. There- 
fore, if this extreme condition is being considered, the 
use of the empirical equation is suggested, at least until 
such time as more comprehensive data are available. 

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATION REVIEWED 

Before presenting the discussion of certain supple- 
mentary studies of pavement stresses that were made 
as a part of this investigation it is desirable to review 
briefly and to discuss the general aspects of the material 
which has been presented up to this point. 

The Westergaard analyses of the load-deflection and 
load-stress relations in concrete pavement slabs of 
uniform thickness, resting on an elastic subgrade, have 
been studied experimentally. Comparisons have been 
made between computed and observed deflections and 
between computed and observed stresses on full-size 
pavement sections of 6-, 7-,8- and 9-inch uniform thick- 
nesses. Studies have been made of methods for deter- 
mining the various coefficients and other quantities that 
appear in the Westergaard equations. 

As a result of this study the general conclusion is 
drawn that the Westergaard analysis expresses quite 
accurately the relations between load and deflection 
and between load and critical stress for various thick- 
nesses of pavement and for various sizes of bearing area 
provided the slab is in full contact with the subgrade. 
The subgrade stiffness coefficient and other quantities 
must of course be determined for the particular condi- 
tions that exist. 

It has been found possible to determine usable values 
of the modulus of subgrade reaction, k, by means of 
load-displacement tests with rigid bearing plates. In 
making such tests it is necessary to use plates of ade- 
quate size and to limit the displacement to a value that 
approximates the pavement deflection under load. 

The experimental determination of the other quanti- 
ties that appear in the equations has been found to be 
feasible although the facility with which the determina- 
tions may be made and the precision of the values ob- 
tained is not the same for all quantities. An uncertain 
factor is the effect of moisture variation in the concrete 
of the pavement. Moisture variation affects the stiff- 

ness of the concrete and if a moisture differential exists 
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it may affect the state of stress through restrained 
warping. The influence of variation in concrete stiffness 
is relatively unimportant so far as the use of the theo- 
retical equations is concerned but has a direct effect 
when measured strains are being converted into stresses. 
No satisfactory means has yet been found for indicating 
the moisture conditions that exist in a concrete pave- 
ment slab in place on the subgrade. 

Unless the values for the quantities that appear in 
the stress equations have been determined with great 
care too great reliance should not be placed on the 
absolute value of computed deflections or stresses. 

For conditions where the slab corners or edges are not 
in full contact with the subgrade because of temperature 
warping or other cause, empirical equations have been 
developed that fit the data obtained in tests reported 
herein. These equations are not offered as a replace- 
ment for the theoretical equations of Westergaard 
but it is thought they may prove useful in certain 
studies where incomplete subgrade support exists or is 
assumed. 

USE OF THE EQUATIONS 

In the second report of this series(19)it was shown that 
the stresses caused by restrained temperature warping 
can be large and that the magnitude of these stresses 
depends not only on the temperature differential be- 
tween the upper and lower surfaces of the pavement but 
also on the length and thickness of the pavement unit or 
slab. The greatest temperature differentials develop 
during the afternoon of clear days in late spring and 
early summer, the temperature of the upper surface 
being as much as 20° to 30° Fahrenheit or more above 
that of the lower surface at such times (for the vicinity 
of Washington, D. C.). This condition causes the 
edges of the slab to tend to warp downward and, as 
this tendency is restrained, a tensile stress is developed 
in the bottom of the slab. When the upper surface of 
the pavement is at a temperature lower than that of the 
bottom the tendency for an upward warping of the 
slab edges is created. This condition may develop 
during the night and early morning hours from time to 
time throughout the year. The magnitude of the maxi- 
mum temperature differential developed at night usually 
does not exceed about one-third of that which may 
develop during the day. The restraint to the upward 
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warping of the slab edges caused by the weight of the 

slab or by the joint construction produces tensile stress 

in the upper surface of the slab. 
These stresses which develop as a result of restraint 

to warping combine with the maximum stresses devel- 

oped by wheel loads. An adequateslab design, therefore, 

is one which will satisfactorily withstand the most 

critical combination of load and warping stresses. It 

has been shown (19) that the most effective means for 

controlling the magnitude of the temperature warping 

stresses in concrete pavements is by limiting the length 

and width of the panels or slab units and maximum 

values of the order of 10 to 15 feet were suggested. 

dven with slab units limited to dimensions of 10 or 15 

feet, however, the stresses from restrained temperature 

warping are not eliminated. Their magnitude is simply 
controlled to a reasonable maximum. 

This brief discussion of temperature warping has been 
included because it is believed that it is a subject which 
must be considered in most computations of pavement 
slab stresses. For a more thorough discussion the reader 
is referred to published reports (24, 19, 7). 

For computing the maximum stress for the corner 
loading Westergaard developed the generalized theo- 
retical equation given earlier in the report and for 
convenience repeated here. 

Theoretical Equations (Case I) 

es 12(1—p)k\? F\0.6 = 
Oia a € ae ) (a 2)” Abeece 

This can be restated in terms of l as follows: 

by 3 P 1 a on 

hag 8 l 

These equations give the most accurate indication of 
maximum load stress when the pavement corner is in 
full contact with the subgrade. In this investigation 
the condition was attained only when the corner was 
warped downward. If these equations are used for 
computing load stress the condition of corner warping 
due to temperature would be such as to create a 
moderate compressive stress in the upper surface of the 
slab in the region where the load would create the 
maximum tensile stress. Thus the combined stress 
would tend to be slightly lower than the load stress 
alone. 
When the slab corner is not in complete bearing on 

the subgrade, due to upward warping, the theoretical 
equation will give load-stress values somewhat lower 
than those that will be developed. For this condition 
the Arlington experiments indicate the empirical 
equation, repeated below, will give computed values 
that are more nearly in accord with those observed. 

Empirical Equations (Case I) 

3P 12(1—p)k\?? Nyce “a 

= | (a (a2) |------ (18) 
or expressed in terms of / 

As a general rule the most critical condition for the 
corner loading is at night when the corner tends to 
warp upward. The subgrade support is least effective 
at that time and any warping stress present in the corner 
is additive to the load stress. 

The case of interior loading is covered by the original 
Westergaard stress equation in generalized form, given 
as equation 8 earlier in the paper, or by the equation 
which was developed for the modified condition of 
subgrade support in the supplementary paper (24) 
and given in this report as equation 10. 

Theoretical Equations (Case IZ) 

3 2 

op =U 2750 + wf loz ine )-4.54(7) z). _(10) 

If »=0.15 and Z=0 this equation can be simply 
expressed in terms of J, as follows: 

The load stresses at the interior of a slab are not 
appreciably affected by the condition of warping of the 
slab and the same equation may be used for either up- 
ward or downward warping. Temperature warping 
stresses are highest in the interior region of the slab, 
however, and the combined stress value may vary 
widely from night to day. 

There is little information at the present time to 
indicate what values of Z and LZ should be used in the 
general equation for various conditions of pavement 
and subgrade stiffness. It will be recalled that the 
data presented in figure 41 showed good agreement 
between observed and computed stress values when 
Z=0.05 and L=1.75l. These values were deter- 
mined from the deflections and stresses observed on 
all of the four different thicknesses of pavement and 
there was no apparent difference in the value of either 
coefficient for the various thicknesses of slab. As 
stated previously, however, there is no information to 
indicate what values of the coefficients should be applied 
to other concretes and other subgrades. When dealing 
with conditions that are not known the values assigned 
to the coefficients Z and L should be such as to result in 
conservative load stresses. For such use the values 
Z=0.2 and L=5l have been suggested (7) pending 
the development of more comprehensive data. 

The stresses resulting from edge loading, like those 
from corner loading are affected by the degree of 
warping present at the time the load is applied. The 
theoretical equation for edge stress as given in 
generalized form by Westergaard appeared as equation 
9 earlier in the report, as follows: 

Theoretical Equations (Case IIT) 

BEY on] @) 
If »=0.15 it can be expressed simply in terms of /: 

In the Arlington tests it was found that under critical 
conditions of subgrade support and upward warping of 

o—0.5290. +0.54u),] loz 
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the slab edges, the values computed by this equation 
were somewhat low and an empirical equation was 
developed which fitted the observed stress values more 

closely. 

Empirical Equations (CaseTI) aa os 

i) 1 ey 

This equation also can be expressed in terms of /, 
when p=0.15, as follows: 

5 P 
me o-—0.529(1-+ 0.544) 7] lox 

3 l 
o=() a7] 4 logu( ; ) + logub | 

The critical stress from edge loading is a tension in 
the bottom edge of the pavement directly under the 
loaded area in a direction parallel to the pavement 
edge. Temperature warping stress in this direction 
can at times be high in the region of the slab edge and 
rather wide variations in combined stress from night 
to day may occur. The most critical condition for 
edge loading is that which occurs when the stress 
created during downward warping of the pavement edge 
(during the day) is combined with load stress. For 
this case the load stress would be computed with the 
theoretical equation (equation 9). 

TABLE 9.—Stresses computed by the Westergaard equation for the case of a corner loading and full subgrade support 

3P 12(1—p2)k\ 0-15 = ,__0.6 
w= a | 1-( Ehi ) (a2) | Peli <n tot ae Bae aE Coe ee AKA) 

[{P=10,000 pounds. p»=0.15] 

Maximum load stress 

Modulus |— = — — - 7 -—— — — 

eR eee Gosia beh era sae E=3,000,000 E=4,000,000 E=5,000,000 E=6,000,000 
: reaction, a in inches — a in inches — a in inches — a in inches — 

ke : <= | -- =. a ———— 
2 f 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 

Inches Lbs.in.-3| Lbs. Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lhs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. 
m.2 | in? | n.-? | in. | in? | in-2 | n=? | in? | in-? | in? | in| in? | ina? | in-2| i? | in | in-? | in? | in? | in? 

A SS Oe ae 50 641 541 | 461 3890 | 327 | 649 | 553 476 | 409} 348] 655] 563] 488] 423] 3641 660 570 | 497 | 434 377 
100 | 619] 509} 420} 342) 271 628 | 523 437 | 362 | 295] 635 | 583 | 450! 378] 313] 641 540 | 461 390 327 
200 596 474 375 288 210 606 489 394 311 236 613 500. 408 328 257 619 509 420 | 342 271 
300. 581 451 346 254 171 592 467 366 278 199 600 479 382 296 219 606, 489 394 311 236 

OL SE ae Eas pe 50 480 412 357 309 265 486 420 367 321 280 490, 427 376 331 291 493 432 382 | 339 299 
100 466 | 390] 329) 275 | 227 | 472) 399 | 341 289 | 2438 | 476] 406 | 350] 300] 255 | 479] 412 357 | 309 265 
200 | 450} 366] 298] 238 185°} 456°), 376) Sil | 254) 82039) 462.) 384") 3321 266 | 216 | 465] 390 | 329] 275 228 
300. 439 350 278 215 158 447 361 292 232 177 452 369 303 244 191 453 376 311 254 204 

ik ee SO ee ae 50 373 325 285 250, 218 377 330 292 259 229 380 335 298 266, 237 383 339 | 303 271 243 
100 363 809 265 226 191 367 315 273 236 203 371 320 279 244 211 373 324 285 250 218 
200 352 291 242 199 161 356 298 251 211 174 360 304 259 219 183 363 309 264 226 191 
300 344 280, 228 182 141 349 288 | 238 194 155 | 353 294 | 245 203 165 356 298 252 211 174 

(cele read eS eke ae 50 299 262 233 206 183 302 267 238 213 191 304 270 242 218 197 305 273 246 223 | 201 
100 291 250 217 188 162 294 255 224 196 ihyfil 297 259 228 202 178 298 262 232 206 183 
200 282 237 201 168 139 286 243 | 208 177 149 289 247 213 183 156 290, 250 217 188 162 
300 277 229 190 156 125 281 235 197 165 | 135 284 239 203 172 143 285 243 208 | 177 149 

| 

TaBLE 10.—Stresses computed by a modified equation for the case of corner loading and deficient subgrade support 

[NorE: This is a purely empirical modification of the Westergaard corner equation, developed on the basis of experimental stress determinations, for the case of a slab corner 
which does not receive full subgrade support.] 

Sy ed 12(1—p?) k\ 93 1.2 * 
vem ja | 1 ( Eh (ay Dh | cep rsteta ta ede 2 eae neh ee ete pe RE Se a Sek Ee (18) 

{P=10,000 pounds. y»=0.15] 

Maximum load stress 

Modulus |-~--- = ——— Seas = a - = — ——— 
of : = F 

arse E=2,000,000 E=4,000,000 E=5,000,000 F}=6,000,000 
NSN Ge euperade a in inches— a in inches— a in inches— a in inches— 

reaction, 
S k me et ae = aa = — = Ser 

* x 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8) 0 
: | 

A ees ro I Meese ended on A oy? 
, Lbs.in.- | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Los. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. 

2 Inches WV? Aa Nese | Te in. H* | a2 | 2 | 2 | a? | eee ee a ee am.—2 | ini=2 | in? | in? | ans 
h eee eee ee pet SE oy 50 789 731 667 598 525 792 739 680 617 551 795 745 690, 631 569 797 750 698 642 | 583 
Pe 100 778 707 628 543 454 783 718 645 567 486 786, 725 657 585 508 789 731 667 598 525 

_ 200 | 766} 678) 581 476 | 367 | 771 691 601 606: |. 405) ‘775..| 700" |) 616"), 527) |. 483!) 9778 | 707} 628.) 543 454 
a 300) |© 75%) 6581548") 430 [8 306 | 763) 672.) 671 463 | 350 | 768 | 683 | 588 | 487] 381 71 691 601 | 506 405 
a ee Ses Pe PR 50 584 547 506 462 415 586 552 514 474 432 588 556 521 483 443 589 559 526 490 452 
4 100 577 532 481 427 370, 580 538 492 442 390 582 543 500 453 404 584 547 506 462 | 415 
2 200 | 569} 513) 461 384 | 314 | 673} 521 464 |] 403 | 339 | 575 | 527] 474) 416) 356 | 577 | 5382/ 481 | 427 370 

' 300 563 500 430 354 275 567 509 445 376 303 570 516 456 391 323 573 621 464 | 403 338 
el aoe ae BO 449 RADAR S306 esGcele dao: || 451 428 |} 402} 375 | 346) 452) 431 407 | 381 354 | 453 | 433 | 410 | 386 360 
3 100 445 414 380 343 304 447 419 387 353 318 448 422 392 361 328 449 424 396 367 | 335 

‘ 200 | 439 | 401 359 | 314] 266] 442] 407] 3868 | 327 | 283) 444] 411 375 | 336 | 295 | 445 | 414 | 380 | 343 304 
: 300 | 436] 393] 345 | 294] 240] 438] 399 | 355 | 308 | 259 | 440] 403] 362 | 319) 272) 442) 407) 368 | 327 | 283 
2 ys hes ee ae eS es 50 | 357] 339] 319] 298] 275] 358] 341 | 323 | 304 |) 283.) 359] 343} 326 | 308) 289 | 359 | 345 | 329) 311 | 2938 
S 100 | 353} 381 307 | 281 253 | 355 | 335 | 312] 288] 263 | 3856] 337 | 316 | 294) 270 | 357 | 339 | 319 | 208 | 276 

200 | 350 | 322 260 | 226] 3651 326 | 299] 269 | 288] 353] 329) 303 | 276 | 247) 353] 331 | 3807 | 281 | 253 
300 | 347 | 316] 282 | 246] 208 | 349] 321 290 256 | 221 350 | 324 | 295 | 264) 231 351 326} 299 | 269) 2388 

Bias ac? 

8 bo 
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TABLES OF COMPUTED STRESSES PREPARED TO SHOW EFFECT OF 

VARIABLES IN EQUATIONS 

In order to show the manner in which the various 
quantities that appear in the equations for maximum 
stress affect the computed values tables 9 to 16 have 
been prepared. Tables 9 and 10 apply to corner 
loading, case I, and show stress values for full and par- 
tial subgrade support respectively. Tables 11 and 12 
show stress values for the interior loading, case II, for 
two assumptions regarding the distribution of the sub- 
grade reactions within the deflected area. The stress 
values of table 11 are based on the original Westergaard 
assumptions (Z being 0) while those of table 12 were 
computed for values of Z and L determined experi- 
mentally in this investigation. Tables 13 and 14 give 
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computed stress values for edge loading, case III, for a 
fully supported edge and for one that has warped 
upward and has only partial subgrade support. The 
equations used for computing the stress values in 
tables 10 and 14 are empirical, developed to fit the 
experimental data of this investigation. The stress 
values of table 12 although computed with a theoretical 
equation are based on constants determined experi- 
mentally for the conditions that existed at Arlington. 
The stress values of these three tables (10, 12, and 14) 
may be limited in their application, therefore. 

Tables 15 and 16, computed by equations 8 and 9 
respectively, show the effect of varying the value of 
several of the coefficients on the computed stress mag- 
nitude for interior loading, case II, and edge loading, 
case IIT. 

TABLE 11.—Stresses computed by the Westergaard equation for the case of interior loading for the case Z=O 

Ks P Eh . o:=0.275(1+n) al Joe ih) | Meee. ve hi a ee (8) 

[P=10,000 pounds. yu=0.15]) 

Maximum load stress 

Modulus =S 5 = == = ey — = eo 
of waa re E=3,000,000 E= 4,000,000 EH=5,000,000 E=6,000,000 

Thickness of slab, h sabes w in inches — a in inches — a in inches — a in inches — ; ; 
k Te - a a = rh a 

2. 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 2, 4 6 8 10 

Tiehes Lbs. in.-3| Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. 
in.-#| in.-2 | in? | in? | in.-2 | in? | in? | in-2 | in.-2 | in? | in? | in.-2 | in? | in? | in? | in? | in? | in? | in? | in? 

Gide ees Se ot! eee eee? Ae 50 487 421 361 313 274 498 432 372 324 285 507 441 381 333 294 514 448 388 340 301 
100 461 395 335 287 248 472 406 346 298 259 480 414 354 306 267 487 421 361 313 274 
200 435 368 308 260 221 446, 379 319 271 232 454 388 328 280 241 461 395 335 287 248 
300 419 353 293 245 206 430 364 304 256 217 439 372 312 264 225 446 379 319 271 232 

ek Bie Pere ee ee ee 50 360 319 279 245 217 368 327 287 253 225 374 333 293 259 231 379 339 298 264 236 
100 341 300 260 226 197 349 308 268 234 206 355 314 274 240 212 360 319 279 245 217 
200 321 280 240 206 178 329 288 248 214 186 835 295 254 220 192 341 300 260 226 198 
300 310 269 229 195 167 318 277 237 203 175 324 283 243 209 181 329 288 248 214 186 

(ade SOR eae ey: he ee CF 50 276 250. 222 197 176 282 256 228 203 182 287 261 233 208 187 291 265 237 212 191 
100 261 235 207 182 161 267 241 213 188 168 272 246 218 193 172 276 250 222 197 176 
200 246 220 192 167 146 252 226 198 174 153 257 231 203 178 157 261 235 207 182 161 
800 238 PANE 183 159 138 244 217 189 165 144 249 222 194 170 149 252 226 198 174 153 

eee ee 8 Se eet 2 Same 50 218 200 180 162 146 223 205 185 167 151 227 209 189 171 155 230 212 192 174 158 
100 206 188 169 150 134 211 193 173 155 139 215 197 177 159 143 218 200 180 162 146 
200 194 177 157 138 123 199 182 162 1438 127 203 185 166 147 131 206 188 169 150 134 
300 188 170 150 132 116 192 175 155 137 121 196 179 159 140 124 199 182 162 143 127 

TaBLE 12.—Stresses computed by the Westergaard equation for the case of interior loading 

7h 1B Eh’ l\2 ai! =0.275(1+y) 75] logs a) — 54.54 (5) z | RRO NR I BS Ka STS (10) 

[P=10,000 pounds. pw=0.15. Z=0.05. L=1.75/] 

Maximum load stress 

Modulus | - a a a J 
of 9 ae =3,000,000 H=4,000,000 = 5,000,000 E=6,000,000 

Thickness of slab, h subgrade a in inches— a in inches— a in inches— a in inches— 
Lee 

2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 

ches Lbs. in.-4| Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. 
in? | in? | in? | in.-2 | in? | in?) in? | ing? | ing? | in? | in? | ins? | in | in?) ind?) in? | ing | ing? ins? ines 

OP eee ae cds Ses nly ee AS 50 409 843 283 235 196 420 354 294 246 207 429 362 303 254 216 436 369 310 261 222 
100 383 317 257 209 170 394 327 268 219 181 402 336 276 228 189 409 343 283 235 196 
200 357 290 230 182 143 367 801 241 193 154 376 310 250 201 163 383 317 257 208 170 

re 300 341 275 215 166 128 352 286 226 177 139 360 294 234 186 147 367 301 241 193 154 
Ue ee ee Soi See rer ee 50 303 262 222 188 160 311 270 229 196 168 317 276 236 202 174 322 281 241 207 179 

100 284 243 203 169 140 291 250 210 176 148 297 257 216 182 154 303 262 221 188 159 
200 264 223 183 149 121 272 231 191 157 129 278 237 197 163 135 283 242 202 168 140 

Z 300 252 211 171 137 109 260 220 179 145 117 267 226 186 152 124 272 231 191 157 129 
ey er as at ON 50 232 206 178 153 132 238 212 184 159 138 243 PALS 189 164 143 247 221 193 168 147 

100 217 191 163 138 nly 223 ‘197 169 144 124 228 202 174 149 128 232 206 178 153 132 
200 202 176 148 123 102 208 182 154 130 109 213 187 159 134 113 217 191 163 138 117 
300 194 167 139 115 94 200 173 145 121 100 205 178 150 126 105 208 182 154 130 109 

te Ae AL) ee eee 50 183 165 145 127 111 188 170 150 132 116 192 174 154 136 120 195 177 157 139 123 
100 171 153 134 115 99 176 159 139 120 104 180 162 142 124 108 183 165 146 127 111 
200 159 142 122 103 88 165 147 127 109 93 168 151 131 112 96 171 154 134 115 99 
300 153 135 115 97 81 158 140 120 102 86 161 144 124 105 90 165 147 127 109 93 
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weticy - 3 ; - TABLE 13.—Stresses computed by the Westergaard equation for the case of edge loading and full subgrade support 

=0.529(1-+0.5 = ite oe=V. . 41) h2 $10 i) —0. 71 | Se nee ee ee ee ee ON Se eh ee ees ae ea seen esas anes (9) 

{P=10,000 pounds. p»=0.15] 

Maximum load stress 

tase he Sy ae = — — at — — — -- 
of 7 

Thickness of slab, h subgrade H=3,000,000 E=4,000,000 E=5,000,000 E=6,000,000 
reaction, a in inches— a in inches— a in inches— a in inches— 

k cen pitas oi a = at pes = a ek —— 

2 4 6 8 10 a 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 

Tinie Lbs. in.-8 Lbs. Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs, | Lbs. Lbs.*| Lbs. Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. 
im? |) in. | in | in? | in? | in. bing | in? | in? | in-? | in? | in? | in22 | in.-2 | in-2 | in? | in-? | in? | in? | in? 

(i 2o2 ee 50 769 649 541 453 383 789 669 561 473 403 804 684 576 489 419 817 697 589 501 431 
100 721 601 493 406 335 741 621 513 426 355 756 637 528 441 371 769 649 541 454 383 
200, 673 553 445 358 287 693 573 465 378 307 708 589 480 393 323 721 601 493, 406 336 
300 645 525 417 330 260 665 545 437 350 279 680 561 452 365 295 693 573 465 378 307 

1 gaa Se Sp a ae, 50 568 494 422 360 309 583 509 436 375 324 594 520 448 386 335 603 530 457 395 345 
100 533 459 386 325 274 548 474 401 340 289 559 485 412 351 300 568 494 422 360 310 
200 498 424 351 290 239 513 439 366 305 254 §24 450 377 316 265 533 459 386 825 27 
300 477 404 331 269 219 492 418 345 284 233 503 429 357 295 245 513 439 366 805 254 

pi. od Sas en a ee ee 50 436 388 337 293 255 447 399 349 304 266 456 408 357 313 275 463 415 365 320 282 
100 409 361 311 266 228 420 372 322 277 239 429 381 331 286 248 436 388 338 293 255 
200 382 334 284 239 201 393 345 295 250 213 402 354 804 259 221 409 361 311 266 228 
300 366 319 268 223 186 377 330, 279 235 197 386 338 288 243 205 393 345 295 250 213 

Uh y= ae I Se 50 344 312 276 243 214 353 321 285 252 223 360 328 292 259 230 365 333 297 264 235 
100 323 291 255 222 193 332 300 264 230 202 338 306 270 237 208 344 312 276 243 214 
200 301 269 233 200 171 310 278 242 209 180 317 285 249 216 187 323 291 255 222 193 
300 289 257 221 188 159 298 266 230 197 168 305 273 237 204 175 310 278 242 209 180 

| 

TABLE 14.—Stresses computed by a modified equation for the case of edge loading and deficient subgrade support 

[Nore: This is a purely empirical modi fication of the Westergaard edge equation, developed on the basis of experimental stress determinations, for the case of a slab edge 
which does not receive full subgrade support.] 

Ip Eh b 
74=0.529(1-+0.54u) 4a) logo Ti) +logio (3) —1.0792 | Be ers oe 2s eee eters eS Oe Pe en Soe Sea (19) 

| P=10,000 pounds. p»=0.15] 

\ Maximum load stress 

Modulus = = Sse = SSH e Se — - — 
of 

Sale : al ms s F=3,000,000 E=4,000,009 E=5,000,0090 E=6,009,000 
Thickness of stab, h pen a in inches— a in inches— a in inches— a in inches— 

hao a = a pe aaah aE ; a 

2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 2 4 6 8 10 

Inches Lbs. in.-$! Lbs.. | Lbs, \ Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Los. | Lbs..| Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Hbs.-| Los. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Los. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. 
in.—2 | in.-2 | in.-2 | in.-2 | in.-2 | in.-2 | in.2 | in? | in-2 | in? | ing? lin? lin? | in? | in? | in? | in?) in.-? | in? | in? 

(iat. ae eae eee 50 77 684 603 537 485 793 704 622 557 504 809 719 638 572 520 821 732 650 585 532 
100 726 636 555 489 437 746 656 575 509 457 761 671 590 525 472 774 684 603 537 485 
200 678 588 507 442 389 698 608 Dan 461 409 713 623 542 A777 424 726 636 555 489 | 437 
300 650 560 479 414 361 670 580, 499 433 381 685 595 | 514 449 396 698 608 527 461 409 

T(t RO 5 ee ee ee 50 577 §21 467 421 383 591 536 481 435 397 603 547 493 447 409 612 556 502 456 | 418 
100 542 486 432 386 348 556 501 446 400 362 567 §12 458 412 374 577 621 467 421 383 
200 506 451 397 351 313 521 466 4ll 365 327 532 477 422 376 338 542 486 432 386 348 
300 486 431 37 330 292 500 445 391 345 307 §12 456 402 356 318 521 466 411 365 327 

ee ee Re ae 50 446 410 372 339 311 457 421 384 36 322 466 430 392 359 3d 473 437 399 366 338 
100 419 383 346 312 284 430 395 357 323 295 439 403 365 332 304 446 410 372 339 311° 
200 392 356 319 285 257 408 368 330 296 268 412 376 338 305 277 419 383 346 312 284 
300 376 341 303 269 241 388 352 314 281 252 396 361 323 289 261 403 368 330 296 268 

Oe ae es Ce ae 50 355 331 304 79 257 364 340 313 288 266 371 347 320 295 273 376 352 325 800 279 
100 334 310 283 258 236 342 318 292 267 245 349 325 298 273 252 355 331 304 279 257 
200 312 288 261 237 215 321 297 270 245 224 328 304 277 252 231 334 310 283 258 236 
300 300 276 249 224 202 809 285 258 233 211 316 292 265 240 218 321 297 270 245 224 

| 

As will be noted the computed stress values in table 
11 are for a value of Z=0 (and L=0). 
may be corrected for other values of Z and L, rather 
simply, by adding a stress correction, ¢,’, computed 
oe the following equation: 

51 +WZP/l 

ofa Ar) 
The stress values in tables 9 to 14, inclusive, were 

The values 
computed for a value of w=0.15. 
for corner loading is affected very little by changes in 
uw within the normal range of variation of this ratio. 
The effect of changes in the value of » for the interior 

The maximum stress 

and edge cases of loading is shown in tables 15 and 16 
respectively. The effect is not large and if it is desired 
to obtain computed stress values for intermediate values 
of the ratio, direct interpolation is sufficiently accurate 
for all practical purposes. 
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TABLE 15.—Stresses computed for the case of interior loading to 
show the effects of variations in the values of h, k, a, EH and p 

[P=10,000 pounds. 7=0] 

pw=0.05 

Maximum load stress 

Modulus - 
Thickness of | of sub- E=3,000,000 E=5,000,000 E=6,000,000 

slab, h grade a in inches— a in inches— a in inches— 
reaction, 

2 6 10 2 6 10 2 6 10 

Inches Lbs. in.-3} Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. 
in? | in? | in.-? | in? | in? | in. | in? | in? | in 

NRA eT sete 100 421 306 226 439 324 244 445 330 250 
200 397 282 202 415 299 220 421 306 226 
300 3883 268 188 400 285 206 407 292 212 

cae ee tees 100 238 189 147 248 199 157 252 202 161 
200 225 175 134 235 185 144 238 189 147 
300 217 167 126 227 177 136 230 181 139 

(3). eee eee 100 188 154 123 196 162 131 199 165 133 
200 178 143 112 185 151 120 188 154 123 

| 300 171 137 106 179 145 114 182 148 116 

Vol. 23, No. 8 

TABLE 16.—Stresses computed for the case of edge loading to 
show the effects of variations in the values of h, k, a, EH and p 

{[P=10,000 pounds] 

p=0.05 

Maximum load stress 

Modulus 

Thickness of | FS" | =3,000,000 E=5,000,000 E=6,000,000 
slab, h reaction, a in inches— a in inches— a in inches— 

2 6 10 2 6 10 2 6 10 

Inches Lbs.in.-3| Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. | Lbs. 
in? | in.-2 | in? | in? | in? | in? | in? | in | in-2 

Ce Se eta 100 | 685] 468} 319 719 602 | 352] 730 514 364 
200 |} 640) 423 | 273] 673 | 456) 307] 685] 468 319 
300 | 613 | 396 | 247} 646) 430} 280) 658] 442 292 

ote mena a Aen! 100 | 389 |. 205) 217) 407 | 314] 236) 414] 321 242 
200 | 363) 270 | 191] 382) 288} 210] 389) 295 217 
300 | 348 | 255) 176} 367} 274) 195 | 374] 280 202 

Ou sae ieee 100 | 307 | 242] 183) 322) 257] 198) 3827 | 262 203 
200 | 286) 222/ 163 | 301 | 287 | 178] 307) 242 183 
800 | 275} 210) 151] 290) 225] 166} 295] 2380 171 

(3 > ee eae 100 | 461 | 335] 248] 480] 354] 267] 487] 361 274 
200 | 435] 308] 221} 454] 328) 241 | 461 | 335 248 
300 | 419} 293 | 206| 4389} 312] 225] 446) 319 232 

See eess ae 100°} 2610) 207)) 2 16d 27251 0 238 72 276m) 222, 176 
200 | 246} 192] 146] 257} 203 | 157) 261} 207 161 
300 | 238] 183) 188} 249}; 194] 149) 252] 198 153 

OE aes ato ee 100 | 206] 169] 184] 215} 177] 143} 218] 180 146 
200} 194] 157} 123] 203) 166} 181} 206} 169 134 
300 | 188]; 150°} 116} 196) 159) 124; 199] 162 127 

pw=0.25 

Gee ere ee 100 | 501 | 364] 269) 522) 3885] 291] 530) 393 298 
200 | 472 | 335} 241 | 498 | 356} 262] 501) 364 269 
300 | 455 | 318 | 224] 477) 340] 245 | 484] 347 253 

Bee ot te eee 100 | 284) 225; 175; 296] 237 | 187} 3800) 241 191 
200 | 268} 209} 159) 280] 221) 171} 284) 225 175 
300 | 258} 199 | 150; 270) 211] 162] 274] 215 166 

Dee oe, ate ede 100 | 224] 183} 146] 234}; 193}; 155} 237) 196 159 
200 | 211 170} 133 | 221 | 180] 148] 224) 183 146 
300 | 204} 163 | 126) 213) 172} 1385) 217| 176 138 

Os: see eee 100 | 721} 493) 335 | 756} 528] 371) 769) 541 383 
200°} 673 | 445 | 287] 708| 480) 323] 721") 493 336 
300 | 645} 417] 260) 680 | 452] 295} 693) 465 307 

Aa Piel ee ae 100 | 409] 311 | 228) 429) 3831] 248) 436) 338 255 
200 | 382] 284] 201) 402 | 304] 221,; 409) 311 228 
300 | 366] 268) 186} 386] 288] 205} 393 | 295 213 

Ooree a eee 100 | 323] 255) 193) 3838] 270] 208) 344) 276 214 
200 | 301} 2383] 171) 317) 249] 187] 323] 255 193 
300 | 289) 221; 159} 305}] 237) 175} 310 | 242 180 

Gus see ee 100 | 757] 518} 352] 794] 555 | 389 | 807 | 568 402 
200 | 707 | 467) 302 | 744} 504) 339) 757] 518 352 
300 | 677 | 488] 273 | 714] 475) 310 728] 488 323 

9 eee eee 100 | 429 | 326} 240] 450) 347] 261] 458) 354 268 
200 | 401) 298] 211} 422 | 319] 282) 429) 326 240 
300 | 385 | 281 | 195} 405] 302} 216] 413) 310 223 

Ot ewe saan 100 | 3889] 268 | 202] 355] 284| 219) 361} 290 225 
200 | 317) 245.) 180} 333 | 262 | 196] 339] 268 202 
300 | 304]; 232] 167} 320] 249) 183} 326) 254 189 

SUPPLEMENTARY STUDIES 

Mention was made early in this report of certain 
supplementary studies that were not a part of the 
originally scheduled program but which, because of 
circumstances, it seemed desirable to make and to 
report in conjunction with the work already described 
in this report. The supplementary studies comprise 
two distinct investigations; one, of the deflection and 
stress conditions in the vicinity of loaded slab corners 
and, two, of the stress reductions effected when the 
area over which the load is applied is considerably 
larger than any used in the tests described previously. 

THE EFFECT OF LOADS ON SLAB CORNERS STUDIED 

In the original manuscript of his paper “Theory of 
Stresses in Concrete Roads” Westergaard lists certain 
questions relating to the structural action of slab corners 
suggesting them as desirable subjects for further in- 
vestigation. Among these were the following: 

1. The influence of some nonuniformity in the distribution of 
the bending moment over the section of width 2z; this influence 
may be expected to have the greater relative importance, the 
larger the value of the distance a;, from the corner to the load. 

2. The influence of twisting due to an eccentric position of 
the load, with the load closer to one edge than to the other. 

3. The influence of an uneven thickness of slab, especially in 
the case of a thickened edge. 

A fourth question, concerning impact loads, was 
mentioned but will not be discussed here. Certain 
data obtained in this investigation have a bearing on 
the three items that are listed, however. 

The shape assumed by a slab corner when deflected 
by a load applied at or near the corner was determined 
by measuring the vertical displacements along the two 
edges of the slab corner and along the bisector of the 
corner angle. | 

In figure 45 deflection contours are shown for the 
1st and the 60th application of a test load of 9,000 
pounds on the corner of a slab of 7-inch uniform 
thickness, the loaded area being 8 inches in diameter 
and so placed that the slab edges were tangent to it. 
These data indicate that, while repeated loading caused 
a slight increase in the magnitude of the deflection at a 
given point, it produced no important change in the 
shape of the deflected corner area.? 

Deflection contours for a similar symmetrical corner 
loading but of somewhat lesser magnitude are shown, 
for the 7-inch uniform-thickness and the 9—7—9-inch 
sections, in figure 46. It will be observed that within 
a distance of about 80 inches from the slab corner the 

2 Tn this and in subsequent similar graphs the deflection contours are the result of 
averaging the measurements on the four free corners of the test section. 

LY 

| 
| 
| 
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Figure 45.—Errect or REPEATED LOADING ON THE DEFLECTED 
SHAPE OF A SLAB CORNER—SYMMETRICAL LOADING. 
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Figure 46.—DEFLECTION CONTOURS FOR SYMMETRICAL CORNER 
LOADING. 

deflections appear to be symmetrical on either side of 
the corner bisector for both the uniform-thickness and 
the thickened-edge cross sections. Beyond this distance 
the deflection of the slab end is slightly less than that 
of the side edge. The difference is small but appears in 
the data for both sections. It is believed to be due to 
the difference in the panel dimensions. Along the side 
edge there is a continuous structure 240 inches in length 
while along the end edge are two units each 120 inches 
in length hinged together at the longitudinal joint. It 
was stated earlier.in the report that when the free corner 
is loaded there is a slight rotation about the longitudinal 

7T-INCH UNIFORM-~THICKNESS SECTION 

=U Cort Bs 

OF SLAB 9-7-9-INCH THICKENED-EDGE SECTION 
S 
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FROM’ CORNER EDGE 

DISTANCE 
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Figure 47.—DeErFrLEecTIoN Contours FoR EccENTRIC CORNER 
LOADING. 

joint. Obviously there is no corresponding movement 
along the side edge of the slab. 

In figure 47 are deflection contours for the same two 
corners under the action of a load of the same magnitude 
but displaced 18 inches toward the center line of the 
pavement. Such an eccentricity of load would tend to 
create a twisting moment in the slab corner. It is 
apparent from the data that with this loading the 
deflection, at a given distance from the corner, is 
greater at the end than at the side of the slab. A 
comparison of the data in figure 46 with those for the 
same test section in figure 47 shows that the maximum 
deflection for the given load is greater when that load 
is applied on the slab corner, which is as would be 
expected. 

In order to determine both the direction and magni- 
tude of the stresses at various locations in the corner 
region, measurements of strain were made in either 
three or four directions at each location. From these 
“rosette” strain measurements the direction and 
magnitude of the principal strains may be obtained by a 
method described by Osgood and Strum (//). 

The location of the various gage lines used in this 
study were shown in figure 13 (quadrant 3). Where 
strains are measured in four directions instead of three, 
the fourth strain value serves as a useful check. 

The installation of each strain rosette necessitated 
the drilling of eight small holes into which the gage 
points were cemented. Since these were installed in 
the tension face of the slab the tendency would be to 
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weaken somewhat the flexural resistance of the corner 

and to cause some variation in relative strength at 

different distances from the corner. Because of this 

possibility certain of the tests were made with fewer 

installations than are shown in figure 13. 

MAXIMUM STRAIN UNDER ECCENTRIC LOADING LOCATED 

It will be noted that the strains were measured along 

the two slab edges and/or along three rays 22}° apart 

which quadrisect the corner angle, the center ray being 

the bisector of that angle. These rays will be spoken 

of as the corner bisector and the 22° rays in the 

subsequent discussion. The positions of the loaded 

area in these special corner tests were described in 

connection with the deflection data just presented. 

For the symmetrically placed corner loading on the 

7-inch and 9-inch uniform-thickness sections, strains 

were measured with rosette installations along the 227° 

rays and in two directions at intervals along the corner 

bisector. No strains were measured along the slab 
edges. For the same position of loading in testing the 

8-inch uniform-thickness and 9-6—9-inch thickened-edge 

sections, strains were measured with rosette installa- 

tions along both slab edges and the two 22° rays and 
in two directions at intervals along the corner bisector. 

For this position of load, the direction of the principal 
strain in the region near the bisector of the corner angle 
was known to be parallel to that bisector. 

For the eccentric corner loading, in which the position 
of the loaded area was moved along the end edge of the 
slab toward the pavement center line, for a distance of 
18 inches, rosette installations were used along the two 
edges, the two 22° rays and along the corner bisector 
as well. 

The data obtained in these load-strain studies are 
shown in figures 48 to 66 inclusive. 

Four of the test sections had loads applied symmet- 
rically with respect to the slab corner, two had the load 
applied eccentrically. This made six combinations of 
load position and test section. For each of these six 
combinations there are three graphs.? The first graph 
in each group shows the direction of maximum strain 
for each of the 15 or more locations at which strains 
were measured. The second graph in each group shows 
the magnitudes of both the maximum strain and the 
minimum strain at each of these gage locations. The 
third graph of each group shows how the magnitude of 
the maximum strain varies with distance from the slab 
corner along the various rays on which gages were 
installed. 

The slab corners used for the symmetrical loading 
were those of the 7-, 8-, and 9-inch uniform-thickness 
and the 9-6—-9-inch thickened-edge sections. Those 
used for the eccentric loading were of the 8-inch uniform- 
thickness and the 9-6—9-inch thickened-edge sections. 

The six graphs showing the direction of the maximum 
strains for the six slab-load combinations are figures 48, 
51, 54, 57, 60, and 63, respectively. 

The six graphs that show the magnitude of the max- 
imum strains and the magnitude of the minimum strains 
(or those in the perpendicular direction at each gage 
ean are figures 49, 52, 55, 58, 61, and 64, respec- 
tively. 

3 In these figures and the attendant discussion maximum strain denotes the maxi- 
mum strain for the given gage location and minimum strain is the strain measured 
at the same location in a direction perpendicular to that of the maximum strain. 
The maximum strains are approximately radial and the minimum strains approxi- 
mately tangential in direction with respect to the center of load application. 
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FiagurE 48.—Di1recrion oF Maximum Srrains—7-IncH UNI- 
FORM-THICKNESS SECTION—-SYMMETRICAL CORNER LOADING. 
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Figure 49.—MagGnitrupE or Maximum AND MINIMUM STRAINS 
at Eacu Gaae Location—7-Incn SEcTION—SYMMETRICAL 
LoapDING—AVERAGE OF STRAINS_ON Four QUADRANTS. 

The six graphs showing the strain variation for various 
points along the rays on which the gages were installed 
are figures 50, 53, 56, 59, 62, and 65, respectively. 

All of these figures are largely self-explanatory. 
Referring to figures 48, 51, and 54 which show the 

direction of maximum strains for the symmetrical corner 
loading on the three sections of uniform thickness, it is 
apparent that while the maximum strain is along the 
central ray (the corner bisector) the maximum strains 
along the two 224° rays are not parallel to the respective 
rays but have a direction which makes an angle of 
approximately 15° with these rays. The strains along 
the edges of the slab corner were not measured in the 
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Figure 50.—VARIATION IN MAGNITUDE OF Maximum StrRAinsS— 
7-IncH UNIFORM-THICKNESS SECTION—SYMMETRICAL CoRNER 
LOADING. 
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Figure 51.—Di1rectTion or Maximum Srrains—9-Incw UnI- 
FORM- THICKNESS SECTION—SYMMETRICAL CORNER LOADING 
AVERAGE OF STRAINS ON THREE QUADRANTS ONLY. 

cases of the 7-inch and 9-inch sections, figures 48 and 51: 
These strains were measured, however, in testing the 
corner of the 8-inch uniform-thickness section and, from 
figure 54, it is evident that the maximum strain makes 
an angle of approximately 28° with the slab edge. 

For the symmetrical loading the directions of the maxi- 
mum strains in the corner area of the 9-6—9-inch thick- 
ened-edge section were found to be essentially the same 
as for the uniform-thickness section (see figure 57). 
Apparently the thickening of the edge of this section 
was so distributed that it did not appreciably affect the 
stress trajectories. 

The direction of the maximum strains changed ap- 
preciably, however, when the eccentric load, previously 
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Figure 52.—MagGnirupEr oF Maximum AND MINIMUM STRAINS 
aT Eacu Gace Location—9-IncH SrcTIoN—SYMMETRICAL 
LOADING—AVERAGE OF STRAINS ON THREE QUADRANTS ONLY, 
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FIGuRE 53.—VARIATION IN MAGNITUDE OF MAXIMUM STRAINS— 
9-IncH UnirorM-THICKNESS SECTION—SYMMETRICAL CORNER 
LOADING—AVERAGE OF STRAINS ON THREE QUADRANTS 
ONLY. 

described, was used. The effect of this eccentricity can 
be seen by comparing figure 54 with figure 60 and figure 
57 with figure 63. Because of the variation in the angle 
along some of the rays the range in the angle between 
the direction of the maximum stress and the ray is indi- 
cated by the small figures beside the rays in figures 57, 
60, and 63, 

SECTION OF MAXIMUM MOMENT NOT A STRAIGHT LINE 

It was stated earlier that strains were not measured 
along the two slab edges in the cases of the 7-inch and 
9-inch test sections and there was reason to believe that 
the installation of a large number of gage points in the 
tension face of the slab might affect the test data. 
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Figure 54.—Drrection oF Maximum StTrains—8-INcH UNI- 
FORM-THICKNESS SECTION—SYMMETRICAL CoRNER LoADING— 
AVERAGE OF STRAINS ON THREE QUADRANTS ONLY. 
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Figure 55.—MaGnitTuDE oF Maximum AND Minimum SrRAINS 
At Eacu Gace Location—8-Incn SEectTIoN—SYMMETRICAL 
LoapING—AVERAGE OF STRAINS ON THREE QUADRANTS 
ONLY. 

There is evidence to this effect in the set of graphs show- 
ing the strain variations along the several rays. The 
data for the 7-inch and 9-inch corners, figures 49, 50, 
52, and 53, indicate the maximum measured strain to 
be on the corner bisector and at a distance of about 40 
inches from the corner, for the conditions of the tests, 
while the maximum strain values on the two 224° rays 
were of slightly lesser magnitude and at approximately 
the same distance from the slab corner. When, how- 
ever, the strain gage points were installed along the two 
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Figure 56.—VARIATION IN MAGNITUDE OF MAXIMUM STRAINS— 
8-IncH UNIFORM-THICKNESS SECTION—SYMMETRICAL COR- 
NER LOADING—AVERAGE OF STRAINS ON THREE QUADRANTS 
ONLY. 
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Figure 57.—Drrection oF Maximum StRAins—9-6—9-IncuH 
THICKENED-EDGE SECTION—SYMMETRICAL CoRNER LOAD- 
ING—AVERAGE OF STRAINS ON THREE QUADRANTS ONLY. 

slab edges as well as on the rays mentioned it was found 
that the entire section of maximum strain was appreci- 
ably nearer the slab corner and the maximum strain no 
longer appeared on the corner bisector. 

It is concluded, therefore, that the strain data for the 
7-inch and 9-inch sections give a somewhat more re- 
liable indication of the strain distribution in the corner 
of a section of uniform thickness than those obtained 
with the 8-inch-section and shown in figures 55 and 56. 

Similar data for the eccentric loading applied to the 
8-inch uniform-thickness and the 9-6—9-inch thickened- 
edge sections are shown in figures 61 and 62 and in fig- 
ures 64 and 65, respectively. 
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Figure 58.—MAaGNITUDE oF Maximum AND Minimum SrrRains 
aT Eacuo Gage Location—9-6-9-IncH Srection—Symmner- 
RICAL LoADING—AVERAGE OF STRAINS ON THREE QUAD- 
RANTS ONLY. 
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Figure 59.—VARIATION IN MAGNITUDE OF MAxIMUM STRAINS— 
9-6-9-INcH THICKENED-EpGr SEcTION—SYMMETRICAL Cor- 
NER LoADING—AVERAGE OF STRAINS ON THREE QUADRANTS 
ONLY. 

For a given test section there is a striking difference 
in the stress magnitudes resulting from the symmetrical 
and eccentric load positions used in this investigation. 
The maximum tensile strain caused by the symmetrical 
loading was approximately 50 percent greater than that 
caused by the eccentric loading and this applies to both 
the 8-inch uniform and the 9-6—9-inch test sections. 
Compressive strains, on the other hand, were higher for 
the eccentric loading. 

It is apparent from the strain data which have been 
presented that there is a relatively large area across 
the slab corner within which the magnitude of the maxi- 
mum stress, as previously defined, does not vary ap- 
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Figure 60.—DiIREcTION ofr Maximum StTRAINS—8-INcH UNI- 
FORM-THICKNESS SECTION—ECCENTRIC CORNER LOADING— 
AVERAGE OF STRAINS ON THREE QUADRANTS ONLY. 
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Figure 61.—MaGnirupE oF MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM STRAINS 
aT Eacu Gace Location—8-InNcH SEction—EccEentric 
LoADING—AVERAGE OF STRAINS ON THREE QUADRANTS 
ONLY. 

preciably. This is in concordance with data obtained 
by Spangler and Lightburn (14) in carefully controlled 
laboratory studies of the strain distribution in the 
corner of a concrete slab. 

In his original analysis of pavement slab stresses 
Westergaard states that in the case of corner loading 
when the distance x, (from the corner to the section of 
maximum moment) is not too large, the bending 
moment will be approximately uniformly distributed 
over the width, 27,, of the cross section. 
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FIGURE 62.—VARIATION IN MAGNITUDE OF MAxXIUMM STRAINS— 
8-IncH UNirorM-THICKNESS SECTION—EcCENTRIC CORNER 
LoOADING—AVERAGE]. OF STRAINS ON THREE QUADRANTS 
ONLY. 
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Figure 63.—Dr1rection oF Maximum Strains—9-6-9-Incu 
THICKENED-EDGE SECTION—ECCENTRIC CORNER LOADING— 
AVERAGE OF STRAINS ON THREE QUADRANTS ONLY. 

Both observation of corner failures in the field and 
failures deliberately produced by corner loading during 
tests (15, 22, 14) have shown a tendency for the line of 
fracture resulting from a corner loading to be curved 
rather than straight although the curvature usually is 
not pronounced. The strain data that have been 
presented indicate that for the conditions of these tests 
the section of maximum moment is not a straight line 
normal to the bisector of the corner angle but follows 
a curved path similar to the deflection contours. In 
figure 66 are shown data obtained from the tests of the 
8-inch uniform-thickness section. In this figure maxi- 
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Fiacure 64.—MagGnitupre or Maximum AND MINIMUM STRAINS 
avr Eacu Gaage Locatron—9-6-9-INcH Sxrctrion—EcceEn- 
tric LoaDING—AVERAGE OF STRAINS ON THREE QUADRANTS 
ONLY. 

EDGE OF SLAB 

64 =, 32 40 48 56 
DISTANCE FROM CORNER-INCHES + 

END OF SLAB 

FicureE 65.—VARIATION IN MAGNITUDE OF MAXIMUM STRAINS— 
9-6-9-INcH THICKENED-EDGE SEcTION—ECcCENTRIC CORNER 
LoapDING—AVERAGE OF STRAINS ON THREE QUADRANTS 
ONLY. 

mum strain values, as determined from strains measured 
in four directions, have been resolved to show the com- 
ponent in the direction parallel to the corner bisector. 
These are the strain values on the straight line section 
across the corner perpendicular to the corner bisector. 
In the figure the section shown is at a calculated dis- 
rance, %;=32.2 inches,from thecorner. In addition to the 
plotted values of the strains observed on the five lines 
radiating from the slab corner the value of the average 
normal strain is shown by the horizontal dash line. It 
is apparent that in this test the component of the 
maximum strain observed on one of the 22° rays was 
approximately 10 percent greater than the average 
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\2-INCH DIAMETER BEARING AREA 
10,000-POUND LOAD 

° 

223 EDGE 

Fieurs 66.—DIsTRIBUTION OF OBSERVED STRAINS ACROSS 
PLANE SECTION PERPENDICULAR TO CoRNER BISECTOR AT A 
Computep Distance, X;, From tHE CornEr—S8-IncH SxEc- 
TION—SYMMETRICAL LOADING—AVERAGE OF STRAINS ON 
THREE QUADRANTS ONLY. 

strain normal to the section. The variation in strain 
-across the assumed plane section is evident. 

Since strains were not measured along the slab edges 
-at the corners of the 7-inch and 9-inch sections it is not 
possible to analyze the data from those sections in the 
manner shown in figure 66. 

LOAD TESTS MADE WITH LARGE CONTACT AREAS 

- Originally the Westergaard analysis of the stresses 
in concrete pavement slabs (23, 25) was a discussion 
of the effects of such loadings as were being encountered 
in highway practice and, for purposes of simplicity, it 
was assumed that the load was applied to the pavement 
over areas that were either circular or semicircular in 
shape. 

In planning the program of tests previously discussed 
in this report, provision was made for a range ofcircular 
and semicircular areas of contact sufficient to repre- 

way service. 
Subsequently Westergaard supplemented his original 

the effect of (1) larger wheel loads on correspondingly 
larger loaded areas (27) and (2) loaded areas that are 
of other than circular shape (28). 

In the first paper (27) the analysis for the case of 
interior loading is reexamined to determine its suit- 

ability for determining stresses when the areas of 
contact are much larger than those found in highway 
service. It was concluded by the author that the 

analysis is applicable to the conditions of loading found 
in airport runway service except that under some con- 
ditions certain small corrections are desirable. The 
means for making these corrections are given in the 
‘paper. Only the interior case of loading is discussed. 

In the second paper (28) the effect of shape of loaded 
- area is one of the subjects discussed. This is a valuable 
addition to the analysis since it furnishes for the first 
time the means for estimating the importance of 
_ variations in shape of loaded area which are known to 
exist. Both of these subjects are of great current 
interest because of their direct bearing on the design of 
- concrete pavement slabs for airport service. 

The original program of the investigation being 
- reported contained no provision for tests with very large 
areas of contact since it was intended to cover the 
conditions of highway service. However, before it 
_ became necessary to vacate the test site there was an 
- opportunity to make a limited number of tests that 
yielded data which afford significant comparisons 
_ between theory and observed performance for concrete 
- pavements loaded over relatively large areas of both 
— eircular and elliptical shape. 

sent the tire contact areas normally met with in high- | 

analysis with two papers which discussed respectively | 

The concrete pavement available for the load tests 
with the large contact areas was one which had been 
constructed in 1940 for use in another investigation. 
It was 20 feet wide divided at the center by a tongue 
and groove joint with %-inch diameter tie-bars at 60- 
inch intervals. The sections were 30 feet in length 
between transverse expansion joints and were divided 
into 15-foot slab lengths with contraction joints of the 
plane of weakness type. The slab units were thus 10 
by 15 feet. The pavement was of 8-inch uniform 
depth. 

The concrete used in the pavement was mixed in the 
following proportions (dry weight): 

fl Pounds 
Cement 22ee: Nc oe eer eer ry eee eRe ea 94 
Pine aggregate (sand) #2 ees 5 koe oe ee 200 
Coarse aggregate (siliceous gravel) __________ 330 

The concrete had a 2-inch slump at the time of placing. 
At 28 days the average crushing strength was 4,600 
pounds per square inch and the average modulus of 
rupture was 550 pounds per square inch. The average 
modulus of elasticity at the time of the actual load 
testing on the pavement was 4,800,000 pounds per 
square iich, 

These test sections had been laid on the site of some 
of the sections of the original investigation (78). 
However, the grade had been changed slightly and the 
character of the subgrade immediately under the new 
sections had been altered by mixing sand with the 
original silty loam to a depth of several inches and 
recompacting at optimum moisture to maximum 
density. This resulted in an average dry density of 136 
pounds per cubic foot within the treated depth. The 
effect of this treatment will be discussed later. 

The equipment used for applying the loads was 
essentially the same as that described in the first report 
of this series except that for the larger loads a hydraulic 
jack and test gage were substituted for the mechanical 
jack and steel beam dynamometer. The hydraulic jack 
and test gage were calibrated prior to use in the tests. 

Loads were applied to the pavement through rigid 
bearing plates that were either circular or elliptical in 
shape. The elliptical plates were of the proportions 
shown in figure 67. This is a conventionalized average 
obtained from actual tire impressions which seem to 
conform reasonably well to the contact areas of large- 
size, low-pressure pneumatic tires at recommended 
inflation pressure and capacity load. Dimensional data 
for both the circular and the elliptical areas of contact 
are given in table 17. 

TABLE 17.—Dimensions of contact areas 

Circular contact Elliptical contact areas 
areas 

| | Pid eteel| 4 Length of | Length of 4 
|Diameter| Area major axis | minor axis Area 

Inches | Sq. ins. Inches Inches Sq. ins. 
| Sone 50 12 6. 86 72 
| 12 | 113 | 24 13.71 | 289 | 

20 314 | 36 20. 57 649 | 
25 491 48 27.43 Desir 
S0Lea (lime ee say {lee aig Se eee | 
36a sl. OLS emaieeeemert seers ase, Ai ae * 222. 

| { | 

Considerable care was taken in seating the bearing 
plates to insure uniform distribution of the load over 
the area of contact. A thin layer of plaster of Paris 
was first placed on the concrete test slab and formed to 



A =1.535b7 
Figure 67.—PRoportTIoNs OF ELLIPTICALLY SHAPED 

AREAS. 
BEARING 

Fiqure 68.—CircuLtarR Puywoop BEARING PLATE SEATED ON 
THE PAVEMENT. 

a smooth plane surface. When this had hardened, a 
sponge rubber mat % inch in thickness was placed on 
the plaster surface. A plate of plywood, 1 inch in 
thickness, cut to the exact shape of the desired area of 
contact was then laid on the rubber mat and on this 
plywood plate an assembly of stiff plates was built up 
in such a manner as to insure rigidity. These back-up 
plates were of steel and of concrete and were bedded 
individually in plaster of Paris. Typical circular and 
elliptical plywood plates are shown in figures 68 and 69 
respectively, while the complete assembly for a test with 
a circular area is shown on the cover page. 

TEST PROGRAM PLANNED TO YIELD DATA FOR AIRPORT DESIGN 

Strains were measured with the recording type of 
strain gage used throughout the investigation except 
that for these tests the glass slide on which the move- 
ment of the stylus is traced was fitted into a small car- 
riage so arranged that it could slide longitudinally on 
the gage body. This carriage was moved by means of 
a fine wire attached to it and extending from the gage 
position to the edge of the loaded area in a groove pro- 
vided in the plywood plate. The strain gage, groove, 
and wire can be seen in figures 68 and 69. This arrange- 
ment permitted a series of strain measurements to ‘be 
made without disturbing the bearing plate assembly. 

Fiaqure 69.,—Euipricat Phuywoop BEARING PLATE SEATED ON 
THE PAVEMENT. 

Tare, 

TONGUE AND GROOVE LONGITUDI- 
NAL JOINT, 2-DIAMETER TIE 
BARS, 60"C-C. 

15! 

WEAKENED-PLANE CONTRACTION 
JOINT, NO LOAD-TRANSFER 4:4 
DEVICES. aca: 

THE DISTANCE, C, RANGED BETWEEN I6-INCHES FOR THE 

8-INCH DIAMETER BEARING AREA AND 40-INCHES FOR THE 

36-INCH DIAMETER BEARING AREA. 

Fiaure 70.—Locations at Wuicnh Loaps WERE APPLIED AND 
THE Positions AT WuIcH GAGES WERE PLACED TO MEASURE 
THE CRITICAL STRAINS. 

Because of a limit on the time during which the pave- 
ment sections were available it was necessary to restrict 
the study to a comparatively small number of tests. 
It was decided, therefore, to apply loads at the locations 
that seemed most important from the standpoint of 
airport pavement service. The locations selected were: 

1. An interior corner, i. e., one formed by the inter- 
section of a transverse contraction joint and the longi- 
tudinal joint. 

2. An interior point, as far as possible from slab 
edges. 

3. A transverse contraction joint edge at some dis- 
tance from a slab corner. 
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_ These locations together with the strain gage posi- 
_ tions used with each are shown in figure 70. 

No tests were made at free edges or free corners and 
no tests were made along the longitudinal joint edge 
because it had been found in earlier tests (21) that the 
type of joint in these slabs is highly effective in con- 
trolling the critical stress caused by a load acting in the 
region along the joint. 
A study was made of the strain distribution within 

these large bearing areas for the interior and edge load- 
ings and it was found that strains measured at the 
positions shown would be as high as any within the 
area. In the case of the corner loading where strains 
were being measured outside the bearing area it was 

necessary to make preliminary tests to locate the posi- 
tion at which the strain along the bisector of the corner 

angle would be a maximum for each of the several 
bearing plate sizes. Ir this connection it may be 
recalled that the studies of joint behavior described in 
the fourth report of this series (21) showed that at 
interior slab corners, where corner support is obtained 
from adjoining panels, the critical stress may develop 

directly under the loaded area or at some point along 
the edges of the loaded panel rather than along the 
bisector of the corner angle as is the case with a free 
corner. 

The protection given the test section and other 
details of procedure were the same as those already 
described for the main part of the investigation. 

SUBGRADE TESTS GIVE SURPRISING RESULTS] 

Since the character of the subgrade immediately 
teneath the pavement of the test section had been 
altered in the manner previously described it was 
necessary to determine a value for the effective modulus 
of subgrade reaction before any comparisons could be 
made between theoretical and observed stresses, These 
subgrade tests developed*data that are of considerable 
interest. 

It was found in the determination of values for k 
on the original subgrade that a rigid circular plate 30 
inches or more in diameter was of sufficient size to 
eliminate the effect of plate size. Because of this 
finding the first tests on the modified subgrade were 
made with a rigid circular plate of 36-inch diameter 
in the manner described in the first section of this 
report. The data obtained indicated a value of 
approximately 400 lbs. in. * for the modulus of sub- 
grade reaction and, contrary to the data from the 
earlier tests (see fig. 12), showed about the same values 
for plate displacements of 0.01, 0.02, and 0.05 inch. 
While it appeared reasonable to expect that the treat- 
ment given the subgrade soil would cause an increase 
in its resistance to deformation under load, it had not 
been anticipated that the rather marked effect of the 
magnitude of the plate displacement on the modulus of 
subgrade reaction which had been evident in the bearing 
tests on the original subgrade would be so greatly 
reduced in the tests on the modified subgrade. 

The value of the modulus, k, as determined from load 
deflection tests on the pavement on one quadrant of 
the test section was found to be 285 lbs. in.~*, con- 
siderably lower than that indicated by the bearing 
tests with the 36-inch diameter rigid plate but essen- 
tially the same as that found for the original unmodi- 
fied subgrade under similar summer conditions. 

This rather surprising result has several interesting 
implications. It is indicated that in modifying the 

character of the upper layer of the subgrade, in the 
manner previously described, its load supporting ability 
within a given deformation limit was considerably in- 
creased so long as the given unit load was applied over 
a relatively small area. When the loaded area was 
relatively large, as with the slab deflection test, on the 
other hand, the influence of the strengthened upper 
layer on the load support offered by the subgrade as a 
whole tended to disappear. This suggests that there is 
a relation between the size of a loaded area on a pave- 
ment and the strengthening effect to be expected from 
a given base course beneath that pavement. 

Unfortunately there was no opportunity to study this 
matter thoroughly in connection with the present in- 
vestigation. It was possible, however, to make deter- 
minations of the value of k from slab deflection tests on 
other quadrants of the test section and also to make one 
determination with a rigid bearing plate of greater size. 
This latter test was made with a 54-inch diameter plate 
on the subgrade in an opening cut through the pavement 
in one quadrant of the test section. This is shown in 
figure 71. The data obtained from the bearing test 
indicated a value of k = 315 lbs. in.~? at a displacement 
of 0.02 inch, about 10 percent greater than the value 
obtained from the slab deflection in this particular 
quadrant. This difference in the values of the modulus 
of subgrade reaction would have a negligible effect on 
the magnitude of computed stresses for the conditions 
that obtained in this study. 

i ai 

Figure 71.—DrETERMINING THE MopuLus oF SUBGRADE 
REACTION With A LARGE BEARING PLATE PLACED ON THE 
SuBGRADE THROUGH AN OPENING CUT IN THE PAVEMENT. 

It was not possible to make bearing tests with the 
54-inch diameter rigid plate through the pavement on 
each quadrant of the test section. An average value for 
k determined in this manner is, therefore, not available. 

The average value obtained from the data obtained 
in the load-deflection tests on the pavement in three 
of the four quadrants of the test section was 250 Ibs. 
in.°. This value was used in computing certain of the 
stress values that will be shown in one of the subsequent 
graphs. 

In order to obtain data that would permit strain data 
to be handled more flexibly in the analysis, a study was 
made of the linearity of the load-strain relation for a 
range of areas of contact which included both those 
used in the general investigation and the larger areas 
used in this supplementary study. These tests were 
made for interior loading only. Data obtained with 
circular contact areas with diameters ranging from 8 to 
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36 inches are shown in figure 72. The maximum load 
magnitude was sufficient in each case to produce a 
stress of at least 300 pounds per square inch. Each 
value shown in this figure is the average of eight observa- 
tions, two in each of the four quadrants of the test 
section. 

From these data it can be concluded that the load- 
stress relation is linear within the stress range shown for 
all the contact areas used. 

UNCERTAIN NATURE OF EDGE SUPPORT AT FRACTURED FACES 

DEMONSTRATED 

In figure 73 there is shown a comparison of stress 
values computed by means of the Westergaard equation 
with stress values derived from the strains observed in 
the loading tests, for each of the six sizes of circular 
contact area included in the tests. 

For concrete slabs lying on a subgrade and acted upon 
by vertical static loads applied in the interior region, 
both theory and test show that the maximum flexural 
stress is closely proportional to the applied load. This 
fact makes it possible to extend load-stress data beyond 
the range of observed values without the risk of appreci- 
able error. In deriving the observed stress values of 
figure 73 the data were extended somewhat beyond the 
observed range in the cases of the two smaller bearing 
areas in order to obtain stress values corresponding to 
the assumed load of 20,000 pounds. While these two 
stress values may be slightly above the usual working 
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FIGURE 73.—COMPARISON OF THEORETICAL AND OBSERVED 
STRESSES FOR A RANGS OF S1zE or LOADED CrrcuLaR AREAS— 
INTERIOR CASE oF LOADING. 

observed values valid throughout the stress range 

stress range for concrete in flexure the procedure is 
sound and the comparison between the theoretical and 

i 
It will be noted in the legend that, for calculating the 

theoretical stresses, it was assumed the quantity Z 

shown. 

(termed the ratio of reduction) equals 0. When this 
value is assumed the general agreement between the | 
theoretical stress values and those obtained from the — 
measured strains is remarkably close and it is evident — 
that the observed effect of size of loaded area on the 
stress developed by a given load is essentially the same | 
as the theoretical relation. The one exception is the — 
value obtained with the 8-inch diameter area where 
the observed value exceeds the theoretical by approxi- — 
mately 19 percent. The reason for this difference is. 
not known. Referring back to similar data from the — 
tests on the original pavement sections, shown in > 
figure 40, it will be observed that the same tendency 
is evident where the 8-inch diameter area was used on 
the 8-inch and 9-inch sections of uniform thickness. — 
In this connection it is pointed out that a contact area 
of this size is usually associated with a wheel load of 
about 3,500 pounds which, with pavement slabs of 
usual thicknesses, would cause a stress of less than 100 
pounds per square inch. Thus the disparity occurs 
under conditions that are relatively unimportant. 

In the computations for the theoretical stress values — 
of figure 73 a value of k=250 lbs. in.~? was used since 
this represented an average from tests on three quad- 
rants. While this value may appear somewhat low in 
view of the data from the bearing tests, it is worth | 
noting that the use of a value of k=300 lbs. in.~* would | 
cause a decrease in the computed stress values of only — 
about 3 percent. ‘i 

From these data it may be concluded that for the | 
conditions of these tests there is good agreement — 
between the observed stresses and those computed by — 
means of the Westergaard equation for bearing areas 
of circular shape over a range of diameters from 8 to — 
36 inches. 

Tests were made also with loaded areas of elliptical — 
shape, On the basis of strain distribution studies the 
gages were located at the center of both the major and 
minor axes of the area as shown in figure 69. In figure 
74 the stress values derived from the strains measured 
along each axis are shown for all of the elliptical areas | 
listed in table 17, i. e., for a range of areas from 72 to ~ 
1,155 square inches. The observed maximum stresses — 
for corresponding circular areas are shown on the same — 
eraph. The graph affords several useful comparisons. | 
In the first place it is apparent that the stress along the 
major axis of the elliptical area is less than that along 
the minor axis, the difference being as’ much as 20 
percent for the largest area. The maximum stress — 
observed under each corresponding circular area was 
somewhat greater than that found along the major 
axis and shghtly less than that found along the minor — 
axis of the elliptical area. 

In the past, for purposes of stress computation for 
highway loadings, it has often been assumed that the — 
actual tire contact area could be represented by the 
circle of equivalent area. It is interesting to note that — 
for areas such as are found in highway service, the data 
indicate the error resulting from this assumption would — 
be small, probably 5 percent or less. For the larger 
areas the percentage would be slightly more. 
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It was mentioned earlier that Westergaard has, in a 
recent paper, extended his analysis to include loaded 
areas of other than circular shape (28). In a discus- 
sion of a part of this paper by the authors (28) compari- 
sons were made between observed stresses and those 
computed by the equations developed by Westergaard 
for elliptically shaped loaded areas. It was shown that 
there was good agreement between the observed data 
and the theoretical relations. 

Figure 75 shows observed stress values for a load of 
20,000 pounds applied on circular contact areas ranging 
from 8 to 36 inches in diameter placed at each of three 
load positions shown in figure 70. When the load was 
applied at the mid-point of the slab end, i. e., along the 
weakened plane contraction joint midway between the 
slab edge and the longitudinal joint, tests were made 
with the contraction joint open and with it closed by a 
horizontal force of 60,000 pounds (over the 10-foot 
lane width) applied at the ends of the test section. 
When the load was applied at the interior corner the 
contraction joint was open. 

The strain gages for the interior corner loading were 
located along the bisector of the corner angle at the 
position to measure the maximum strain developed in 
this direction. It is evident from the relatively low 
stress values that the slab corner is being strongly 
supported along the longitudinal joint and does not 
act as a free corner. Rather it approaches the condi- 
tion of a free edge and the maximum stress for this case 
would be within the loaded area and more nearly equal 
in magnitude to that found in the test at the mid-point 
of the slab end, with the joint open. 

The stress values for the interior loading serve as a 
reference in analyzing the other stress values. 

The stresses observed for the load applied at the 
mid-point of the slab end bear a normal relation to 
those for the interior loading so long as the contraction 
joint is open. When, however, the joint is closed by 
pressure applied at the opposite ends of the test section, 
it is observed that the stresses for this edge loading are 
reduced appreciably for all sizes of bearing area and 
that for the larger areas the stresses become essentially 
equal to those found in the tests at the interior of the 
slab. For convenience the stresses, expressed as the 
percentages by which they exceed the stress for interior 
loading, are shown at three points along the graph. 
This comparison shows very clearly the uncertain 
nature of the edge support furnished by the fractured 
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FIGURE 75.—EFFEcT oF VARIATION IN PostTION OF LOAD AND 
vas or Brartne AREA ON THE STRESS CAUSED BY A GIVEN 
,OAD, 

faces alone in a joint of the plane of weakness type, and 
indicates the need for edge strengthening if a balanced 
design is to be obtained. 

CONCLUSION 

In the presentation and discussion of the data ob- 
tained in this rather extended study, an effort has been 
made to simplify the presentation by dividing the 
material into sections, each more or less complete in 
itself, with occasional summary statements in which 
the significant developments are pointed out and such 
conclusions as seem warranted are given. These de- 
tailed statements need not be repeated here. 

The broad purpose of all of the studies described in 
this report has been to compare the observed structural 
behavior of pavement slabs of uniform thickness sup- 
ported by a subgrade and subjected to vertically 
applied static loads with the behavior indicated by the 
Westergaard analysis (23, 25, 27, 28). On this point 
it is concluded that, within the limits of the investiga- 
tion and so long as the basic conditions assumed for the 
analysis are approximated, the Westergaard theory 
describes quite accurately the action of the pavement. 

There is need for further experimental study of some 
of the quantities that appear in the analysis, however. 
It is particularly desirable that information be de- 
veloped which will permit the equations to be applied 
more readily and with greater certainty to problems 
that require the computation of values of absolute 
stress. 
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